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ABSTRACT
COGNITIVE GROUP THERAPY AND EXERCISE
IN

THE TREATMENT OF ANXIETY AND STRESS

MAY
DEREK J. McENTEE, B.
M.S.,

Ph.D.,

S.,

1995

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Professor Richard P. Halgin

The purpose of this study was

to

examine the

effects

of cognitive group therapy,

aerobic exercise, or their combination, on anxiety and stress in college students. Sixty
subjects were recruited from a large undergraduate abnormal psychology class. Fifty-three

volunteered to participate in the study, and were divided into three experimental groups
using matched random assignment. Treatment took place over a six-week period, and

groups were labelled as follows; (#1) Cognitive group therapy only, (#2) Aerobic exercise
only, and (#3) Cognitive group therapy

combined with aerobic

exercise. There

no-treatment control group (#4) of 1 7 subjects, consisting of students enrolled

was

also a

in a different

course option unrelated to the study. All groups were administered the State-Trait Anxiety
Inventory (STAI), the SCL-90-R, and measures of perceived fitness and anxiety before and

immediately following the study. The STAI and the perceived measures were also
presented. (1)
administered after a two-month follow-up. The following hypotheses were

Is

or the combination of
participation in either aerobic exercise, cognitive group therapy,

involvement
both treatments more effective in reducing anxiety than

in a

no-treatment

therapy equally as effective in
control group? (2) Are exercise and cognitive group

v

reducing anxiety

?

(3) Is a

than one treatment? (4)
that

all

combination of treatments more effective

Can

in

reducing anxiety

anxiety reduction be maintained over time? Results indicated

interventions were equally effective in reducing anxiety, both combined or

individually, as

exercise

compared

was not

to

no

significantly

intervention.

more

Combining cognitive group therapy and

effective than either individual treatment. Furthermore,

although a trend was present, most effects were not maintained after two months. The lack

of longer-term

effects

may have been due

possibility that these interventions

established

traits.

were

to insufficient

sample size and power, or the

effective in changing transient states but not

Subjects reported that components from both treatments were effective

in attenuating anxiety,

and

identified a

number of possible mechanisms

responsible for

these changes. Further research examining the effects of combining exercise with other

therapeutic treatments

is

warranted.

vi
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CHAPTER

1

INTRODUCTION

Since the health and fitness

more

attention has

boom

caught on

in the

1970s and 1980s, more and

been focusing on the positive relationship between physical exercise

and psychological functioning. The professional

literature in the field

has consistently

reported positive findings regarding the numerous psychological benefits of aerobic fitness

and overall good physical

health.

A

decade ago, more than

1

,000 publications had been

published in scientific journals relating mental health and physical exercise (Hughes,
1984); by 1990, the

number exceeded 1,400

(North, McCullagh,

& Tran,

1990). Yet

despite the countless articles and reviews supporting the ability of exercise to improve

psychological well-being, self-esteem and mood, as well as "cure" such ailments as
depression, stress and anxiety,

many

questions remain unanswered (Plante, 1993).

The comparison and combination of health and
psychotherapy treatment program
exercise psychology literature.

is

physical interventions with a

one of the more intriguing areas of inquiry

Most of the

in the

studies in this area have sought to determine

the usefulness of exercise as an option for treating psychological distress instead of more

traditional psychotherapies.

However, a few researchers have studied

the use of exercise

as part of a psychotherapy treatment program. While these investigations have involved

the

combined

(Fremont

effects

of exercise and therapy

& Craighead,

in the study

1987) and self-concept (Hilyer

of ailments such as depression

& Mitchell,

1979), the only such

the specialized
studies in the professional literature examining anxiety have been with

populations of adolescent criminal offenders (Hilyer et

1

al.,

1982) and speech-anxious

subjects (Schwartz

& Kaloupek,

1987). Unfortunately, most of these investigations have

contained methodological flaws, and have reported inconclusive

This study

results.

is

an

attempt to address the need for further research in the area of anxiety treatment
using
exercise and psychotherapy, and to discover

these

two

if

an additive effect exists when integrating

interventions.

Anxiety

Anxiety

is

an emotion, feeling, or response that

is

experienced

at

one time or

another by almost everyone. The experience can range from thoughts about dying, to

nothing more than an inconvenient jittery feeling.
reflect a disorder, as defined

fourth ed ., (1994),

On one

hand, the term anxiety can

by the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders,

and can be categorized as panic, agoraphobia, obsessive-compulsive

disorder, social phobia, specific phobia, acute stress disorder, post-traumatic stress

disorder, generalized anxiety disorder, or anxiety disorder due to general medical condition

or substance abuse. At this end of the spectrum, individuals experience irrational and
incapacitating anxiety, apprehension and fear, which

and psychological reactions, and

is

Whitboume, 994). As severe and
1

accompanied by

is

typically characterized by physical

a state of panic (Halgin

&

unlikely as these anxiety disorders appear, they are

some of the most common psychological

disorders, affecting over 12 million

Americans

each year (Weissman, 1988).

However, the experience of feeling anxious
"undiagnosable" forms, and

is

commonly

exists

much more

often in milder

referred to in terms of feeling nervous, tense, or

2

stressed.

Anxiety can also be considered a factor that influences
symptom presentation, a

contributor to problems such as sexual dysfunction, or
as an integral component

processes of disease onset and recovery (Edclmann,
indication of the magnitude of anxiety

that

more than 80

1

symptoms and

992). Perhaps the most telling

anxiety-related problems

is

& Amow,

1

.

psychological literature over

fifty

stress.

In 1976, Spielbergcr

terms were used almost interchangeably. Taylor

in the scientific

into the

years ago, there has been considerable overlap

discussing the concepts of anxiety and

commented

community not only on

that the

two

the nature of stress, but also

is

general agreement

anxiety researchers that the term "stress" be avoided altogether, as

Even today researchers admit that there

the terms in research, and that taking

when

& Amow (1988) state that there is a lack

regarding the very definition of the term. These authors feel that there

confusion.

the fact

988).

Anxiety _vs Stress. Since Selye (1936) introduced the concept of stress

among

the

million prescriptions for antianxicty medications are filled in the United

States alone each year (Taylor

of agreement

in

is

it

merely causes

tremendous confounding when using

on the challenge of distinguishing them may be a

"foolhardy" task (Siegman, 1993).
In attempting to differentiate the terms, Breznitz

that anxiety primarily relates to

an

internal, personal

& Goldberger (1993) have argued

dilemma, while stress should be

considered an external, environmental problem. Hence, they define stressors as external
conditions or events that have an affect on the individual. These authors

been a

shift in recent years

away from using

preferring instead to study stress.

the term anxiety,

They hypothesize

and

that this trend

feel that there

that researchers are

may

be indicative of a

choosing instead
tendency toward denying more unmanageable problems, and

3

has

to

look

outside of the person for a
this

some

has had

coping and

stress

more

"fixable" solution. Perhaps, Breznitz

& Goldbcrger argue,

influence on the recent proliferation of relatively
simplistic techniques

in

management.

Despite this inherent confusion,
factors in an effort to determine

can be useful to look toward environmental

it

causes of an individual's psychological or physiological

changes. Quite often, people arc uncomfortable using the term "anxiety" to describe
their

own

psychological distress, opting for a milder term that

of guilt, shame, or personal

failure.

In this study, the

how

"anxiety," not only to remain sensitive to

also to reflect the broad

continuum

may

not

stir

up as many feelings

term "stress" will be used along with

people chose to view

this experience, but

that recognizes clinical anxiety disorders, as well as

normal human experiences.
State Anxiety vs. Trait Anxiety.

The concept of dividing

anxiety into the

subcategorics of a transient state and a stable disposition was introduced by Cattell

&

Schcicr (1961), and later expanded upon by Spielbcrger and his colleagues (Spielbcrgcr,
1966, 1972; Spielbcrgcr, Gorsuch,

& Lushene,

1970). Spielbcrger argues that an

encompassing theory of anxiety must make these

distinctions, defining state anxiety as a

"subjective, consciously perceived feeling of tension and apprehension, and heightened

autonomic nervous system
differences

in

"proncncss"

is

activity,"

while calling

anxiety proncncss" (Spielbcrger et

a vulnerability that

is

part

of an

conceptualizes as the enduring difference

certain

way, and behave

in a predictable

trait

al.,

anxiety "relatively stable individual

1970, p.

individual's personality,

in people's

tendency

and specified manner.

4

Spiclberger feels that this

3).

to

which he

view the world

in a

In contiast, a personality

state is

regarded as a subjective emotional reaction,
existing

at a

given

moment and

at a

given intensity (Spielberger, 1972).

Although

shown
found

that the

state

two

and

trait

anxiety

seem

to involve different constructs,

arc highly correlated. Spielberger, Pollans,

that persons with high trait anxiety are

to exhibit high levels

more

& Worden (1984) have

likely than those with

of state anxiety; they hypothesize

has been

it

low

trait

anxiety

that those with high trait anxiety

tend to interpret more situations as being dangerous. These authors add that "since
individuals

who

are high in trait anxiety are

more disposed

threatening, they experience state anxiety reactions

intensity than

do people lower

more

to sec the

world as dangerous or

frequently, and often with greater

in trait anxiety" (p. 276).

Theories of the causes and most effective treatments of anxiety have been debated
since the beginning of the 20th century, ranging from Freud's early work with anxiety and

neurosis, to the popular learning theory views of the 1980s. There are a multitude of

differing perspectives that

have enhanced our knowledge of how

to treat anxiety,

which

include psychodynamic, developmental, conditioning, learning, two-factor, cognitive,

biological, physiological,

and neuropsychological. Despite

understanding, no one theory adequately accounts for

of anxiety remains elusive (Taylor

& Amow,

1988).

all

this vast array

of models of

aspects of anxiety, thus the nature

Some of the

theoretical

underpinnings, research findings, and treatment implications from three major perspectives

follow.

5

Psy chodynamic/Psy choanaly tic Theory. Freud began studying anxiety
100 years
ago, revising his theories about the disorder several times during the
course of his career.

His

model, which

final

is still

respected today, posits that anxiety stems from unconscious

thoughts and fantasies, frequently related to childhood events, and that these unconscious
determinants can be uncovered by the process of psychoanalysis (Taylor

Freud differentiated between "primary anxiety," usually a

result

of the

& Amow,

1988).

birth process,

and

"secondary anxiety," which resulted from such fears as separation, castration, or fear of the

He

superego.

also separated anxiety into realistic, moral, and neurotic forms; realistic

anxiety pertaining to real external threat, moral anxiety resulting from conflict between the

ego and superego, and neurotic anxiety focusing on phobias,
panic (Edelmann, 1992). Michels, Frances

and

& Shear (1985) nicely sum up the

psychoanalytic perspective by stating that anxiety

imagined danger, provoked either by

free floating anxiety,

is

a signal of unconscious thoughts of

instinctual desires or

by perceptions of external

situations.

The psychodynamic view of anxiety has been
complex

sharply criticized for being too

to lend itself to empirical scrutiny (Eysenck, 1976).

substantiating evidence in the literature,

However, despite

psychodynamic theory continues

substantial impact

on treatment. The perspective has uncovered the

between thoughts,

feelings, emotions, urges, fantasies

into the

phenomenology of anxiety (Edelmann,
T

have a

delicate relationship

and behaviors, giving great insight

1992).

eaming Theory While Freud was developing

different approach

to

the lack of

.

was being formulated by Watson

his theories

on anxiety, a

radically

& Morgan (1917), who were greatly

conditioning. Given that an unconditioned
influenced by Pavlov's experiments in classical

6

stimuli

(UCS) produces unconditioned responses (UCR),

they found that

when

a non-

anxicty-provoking event (CS) was paired with an aversive stimulus
(UCS) often enough,
the non-anxiety -provoking event will elicit anxiety as a conditioned
response (CR).

According

to the theory, anxiety

provoked by external

Raynor (1920)

stimuli,

symptoms, and even panic

attacks,

can become conditioned to other (CS)

which arc
stimuli.

Watson

effectively demonstrated this type of fear conditioning in their

infamous experiments with the

1

1

-month-old

infant, Albert.

&

now

However, since subsequent

researchers encountered difficulties in replicating this experiment,

that a simple conditioning

initially

model does not adequately explain how

it

has been hypothesized

fears arc acquired

(Mineka, 1986). Furthermore, recent investigations have continued

to raise

concerns and

enumerate problems with conditioning explanations of anxiety. For example, researchers

have discovered

that individuals presenting for treatment

of severe phobic anxiety often

report an absence of a clearly identifiable aversive experience (Brewin, 1988; Hekmat,

1987); other investigators have raised the definitional question of what exactly qualifies as

a conditioned stimulus (Barlow, 1988).

Another type of conditioning theory
the two-factor theory,

avoidance behavior

which was proposed

(Mo wrer,

explains: "Anxiety (fear)

is

that gained popularity several decades

to provide further explanation

1939; Dollard

& Miller,

1950).

ago

is

of anxiety and

As Mowrer originally

the conditioned form of the pain reaction, which has the highly

or prevent the
useful function of motivating and reinforcing behavior that tends to avoid

recurrence of the pain-producing (unconditioned) stimulus"

(p.

555). Therefore, while

conditioning, they feel that
these authors agree that fears are acquired by classical

doing so are reinforcing
individuals arc motivated to reduce fear, and that behaviors

7

(Dollard

& Miller,

1950). Subsequent researchers have extensively criticized
the theory

however, maintaining

that a fear reaction

no longer paired with a

UCS

will

extinguished, resulting in decreased avoidance behavior (Rachman,
1991

be

).

Perhaps the most comprehensive model of causation that attempts to explain
the
nature of anxiety

is

social cognitive theory. Social cognitive learning theory

was

developed by Bandura (1977), and offers an alternative model of human thought,
motivation, and behavior. Bandura (1986) has argued that

all

theories attempting to

explain anxiety development are insufficient, suggesting that our experiences manufacture
the expectations that regulate action.

personal

ability,

shown highly

He

believes that self-efficacy, or the belief in

mediates fear and anxiety reduction. For instance, Bandura (1986) has

significant correlations

between increases

in self-efficacy

ability to participate in previously feared behaviors. Williams,

Kinney,

and a heightened

& Falbo (1989)

also investigated the relationship between behaviors, anxiety, and self-efficacy in

agoraphobics, reporting that ratings of self-efficacy predicted effects of treatment better

than performance-related anxiety.

.

Cognitive theories of anxiety often

learning theories, yet these approaches have

fifteen years, that they

developed during the

now

late

become so

fall

under the heading of

diverse and popular over the past

merit a separate category. Cognitive expectancy theory was

1970s, and posits that between the time of an

initial

stimulus and

basic assumptions of
a response, a "cognitive mediating process" occurs (Carr, 1979). The

this

anxiety, (2) danger
process are that (1) expectancies of danger mediate responses of

on the subjective
expectancies are learned, and (3) the amount of anxiety depends
of classical conditioning,
likelihood of harm. Expectations arise from a combination

8

information transmission, and observation. In short, expectancy
theorists believe that as an
individual's expectations of danger increase, the intensity of his or
her anxiety will also

increase (Reiss, 1980, 1991).

Lazarus (1966, 1982, 1993) has written extensively on the topic of cognitive

approaches to anxiety and
that since the underlying

He

stress.

theme

is

argues that stress

that

of "facing an

is

a subset of emotion, and states

existential threat,"

we

should "regard

anxiety as the result of a threat to our being and to the essential meanings that comprise

When the threat is of this
be done about
appraisal

sort,

one doesn't know what

happen, and therefore, what

is

to

(1993, p. 31). In general, Lazarus (1982) has argued that cognitive

it"

an integral part of any emotional

is

will

it.

state.

This implies that a sufficient theory of

anxiety must take into account the cognitive processes necessary in determining whether a

stimulus

is

non-threatening, or threatening and thus anxiety invoking (Eysenck,

1

992).

Certainly the most popular of the cognitive theories of anxiety have been those

which emphasize

that the cause

of anxiety involves

extensively write about this viewpoint

in

was

faulty thinking.

Ellis (1962),

who

The

researcher to

studied thoughts and beliefs

formulating theories about disorders of thinking in clinical anxiety.

common

first

Ellis referred to the

type of faulty thinking characterizing anxious individuals as "catastrophizing."

Such people, he

states,

overemphasize the probability

even when there may only be a

slight

that a worse-case scenario will occur

chance of an unpleasant outcome. Also during the

by Beck (1963), whose
1960s, a cognitive theory based on faulty learning was formulated
early

and well-known work on depression

theoretical

and

clinical aspects

laid the

of anxiety (Beck

Greenberg, 1985; Beck, Brown, Epstein,

& Emery,

& Steer,

9

groundwork

1988).

for his later theories

1979; Beck, Emery,

&

on the

Beck and

his colleagues (1985) take the position
that cognitive

schemas

that arc

typically found in anxiety states serve an
important role in the development and

maintenance of anxiety disorders. Another
person

s dysfunctional attitudes,

attitudes,

central anxiety feature to

which are negative and

which Beck

refers

is

a

interfering perspectives; these

he argues, lead to problems with automatic thoughts, which arc deeply
ingrained

opinions that serve a discouraging function. In Beck's viewpoint, anxiety revolves
around
cognitive schemas and indicates the presence of danger or potential harm to the individual.

Beck

(1985)

et al.,

When

state:

a threat

is

perceived, the relevant cognitive schemas are activated; these arc

used to evaluate and assign meaning to the event. The specific schemas

that are

activated are relevant to the specific characteristics and context of the threatening
event. There occur a series of adjustments to
threat.

One's

schemas

the

final inteipretation is the result

fit

appropriate schemas to a specific

of interaction between the event and

(pp. 55-56).

These researchers elaborate on

this

model by proposing

that individuals suffering

from

anxiety go through primary and sccondaiy appraisal of their circumstance. Primary

appraisal, influenced

dangerous,

in

by the person's

initial

impressions,

which case a reappraisal must be made

may

establish a situation as

to assess further threat to the

individual. Hence, the secondary appraisal assesses coping resources in such an event.

Despite widespread respect of Beck's cognitive theory of anxiety, as well as

numerous
been

investigations of the association of anxiety and cognitions,

illustrated.

and the

The model has been

relatively

many problems have

criticized for being difficult to empirically evaluate,

few investigations of its basic assumptions have

failed to provide

of anxiety, such as
confirmation. For example, researchers have indicated that episodes
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panic attacks, tend not to be preceded by cognitions, but
by physical sensations (Hibbcrt

Chan, 1989; Zucker

&

et al., 1989).

Other authors have supported the basic principles of Beck's theory,
but have
offered what they feel are necessary improvements.
that

changing cognitions

is

important

Meichcnbaum (1977, 1985)

in alleviating anxiety,

but goes beyond this model in

arguing that individuals should actively seek ways to prepare for

stressful

and anxiety-

inducing situations before they interfere with thinking and functioning. For

he developed the technique of stress inoculation
clinical intervention

(Meichenbaum,

1

program

985).

The

training,

this

purpose,

designed to provide a structured,

and prevent maladaptive

to reduce

agrees

stress reactions

training involves three phases, assessment and

conceptualization of the problem, education in stress reducing procedures, and application

of learned techniques

to practice

coping

strategies.

The program has met with

being "simplistic," and a stress management "cookbook," (Breznitz
yet even a decade ago,

it

was being widely recognized

underlying rationale that presents
select (Kendall

& Bemis,

many

criticism for

& Goldberger,

1993),

as a deliberate plan with a sound

effective strategies

from which the

clinician can

1983).

Exercise and

This section will examine health and exercise variables

and

will

review the relevant

literature

in the therapeutic setting,

addressing the therapeutic prescription of exercise.

psychological
Physical and health-related behaviors in the prevention and treatment of
Lastly,
disorders in general, and of anxiety and stress in particular, are discussed.

consideration

is

given to the various underlying mechanisms proposed
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to explain the

components of health behaviors on mental processes, and

curative

future directions for this

realm of inquiry are addressed.

A number of researchers over the past several years have reviewed the existing
empirical data.

Layman

The

(1974),

relationship

earliest

of these included

who examined the few

between physical

activity

mood, and body-image. One of the

who examined

and the psychological variables of self-concept,

first

comprehensive reviews of studies

that attempted

improvement was conducted by Folkins

fosters self-concept,

improvements, but pointed out that the extent

was

on the

studies involving both clinical and non-clinical populations.

concluded that exercise training

functioning

by Scott (1960) and

investigations carried out to date

to relate exercise training to mental health

(1981),

relatively brief reviews

to

&

Sime

They

mood, and work behavior

which exercise

affects cognitive

unclear. Furthermore, these authors concluded that aside from

self-concept variables, personality

traits

remained unaffected by health behaviors and

fitness level.

The next review looking
conducted by Taylor,
with improvements in

Sallis,

at

general mental functioning and physical activity was

& Needle (1985), who also found that exercise is associated

mood and

self-confidence, and with a reduction in mild to moderate

although inconclusively, that
depression and symptoms of anxiety. They further reported,
physical activity might be beneficial in reducing Type

symptoms, and also
with exercising.

that there

More

A

behaviors and substance abuse

might be some negative psychological

recently, yet another

comprehensive
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article

effects associated

was

written by Plante

&

Rodin (1990), who reviewed the
1990.

They concluded

exercise-related mental health literature from
19X1 to

that exercise

improves mood, self-esteem, and general

psychological well-being, while attenuating depression, anxiety,
and

numerous other

narrative reviews that have looked

anxiety and depression (Hales

& Travis,

1987; Kerr

Meyers, 1983), self-concept (Ben-Shlomo

(Tomporowski

& Ellis,

all

& Short,

Along with

specifically at disorders such as

& Vlaswinkcl,

1990; Weinstein

1983), and cognitive processes

researchers

many of the most common

who have examined

client complaints.

the relationship between exercise and

psychological functioning have reported positive correlations; some have been
the use of physical activity in the psychological

where exercise may be counterrunners

who

&

1986), these review articles helped confirm the use of exercise as a

legitimate treatment option for

Not

more

stress.

elevated stress levels. Other writers

little

(Little,

of

domain and have offered circumstances

therapeutic. For example,

abstained from running for as

critical

as

Thaxton (1982) claimed

that

one day showed decreased mood and

1979; Yates, Leehey,

& Shesslak,

1983) have

alluded to the "neuroticism" and compulsiveness of exercisers, and have proposed that
exercise can cause fatigue, overcompetitiveness, overexertion, self- centeredness, and
exercise addiction. In a critical review examining aerobic exercise and related

psychological effects, Hughes (1984) stated that the magnitude of exercise-related
treatment effects tend to be overestimated by clinicians and researchers, and concluded that
empirical basis
the "enthusiastic support of exercise to improve mental health has a limited

and lacks a well-tested

rationale" (p. 76).

While
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this

view may be somewhat exaggerated,

there

is

no doubt

that a large percentage

of the empirical evidence

to date has suffered

from

inconsistency and poor methodology.

Prevention of Psychological Disorder

The bulk
development of

of research evidence points to the conclusion that exercise
can avert the

certain psychological disorders by decreasing the

with those disorders. Several investigators have looked
altering both the variables of

traits

mood and

such as self-esteem and Type

A

symptoms

at the role

associated

of physical

activity in

psychological well-being, and also personality

behavior (Plante, 1993).

positively affecting these psychological states exercise

may be

It

has been theorized that by

serving as a defense against

developing some forms of psychological disturbance.

Well-being and Mood. Numerous researchers have reported significant

improvements

in

mood and psychological

have focused on the long-term

& Wallace,
1983),

physical activity

&

of a

1982; King, Taylor, Haskell,

most have examined

Lichtman

effects

subjects'

well-being resulting from exercise. While some

fitness

program (Blumcnthal, Williams, Necdels,

& DeBusk,

mood and

state

(Boutcher& Landers, 1988; Ewing,

Poser, 1983;

Almost every study

Nagy

& Frazier,

1989; Lobstein, Mosbacher,

of well-being immediately following

Scott,

Mendez,

1988; Norris, Carroll,

in the literature reports positive associations

these affective benefits; evidence from short-term studies

is

& McBride,

& Cochrane,

1984;

1990).

between exercise and

most convincing, while the

longer-term effects of exercise remain unclear. Furthermore,

in

conducted during the past twenty years investigating the mood

14

& Ismail,

a recent review of studies

state effects of exercise,

Tuson and Sinyor (1993) claim only a modest

positive relationship between exercise and

these psychological variables.

Person a lity Traits. Researchers studying the effects of physical

of personality have focused mainly on Type
correlations

A behaviors, probably

between these patterns and heart

between physical

(Ben-Shlomo

& Short,

fitness

1989). Unfortunately, a

number of other

et al.,

Wright,

(e.g.,

is

well documented

& Morgan,

studies reporting positive effects suffer from

Jasnoski, Holmes,

& Koh,

sizes,

& Banks,

and

failing to

1988; Pauly, Palmer,

& Pfeiffer,

1982;

Most of the

existing literature relating physical activity and mental processes has

Plummer

1987).

focused on the utilization of exercise as an approach

to treating a

number of psychological

problems. While a few researchers have explored the use of exercise
ailments such as alcoholism (Sinyor, Brown, Rostant,

disorder (Delargy, Peatfield,

effects

documented

general, the

1979; Sonstrocm

methodological flaws such as lack of control groups, small group

employ random subject assignment

traits in

and self-esteem / self-concept

1983; Dishman, 1986; Greist

to the

on aspects

Although most investigations have

disease.

demonstrated no evidence for the effect of exercise on personality
relationship

due

activity

of physical
Effect,

fitness

& Burt,

depression.

on Depression. Perhaps

1982) and conversion

effects

anxiety.

on
the strongest support for the value of exercise

come from

The antidepressant

examining

1986), most investigators have examined the positive

on depression and

psychological functioning has

& Seraganian,

in

research dealing with mild to moderate

of physical
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activity are

widely accepted, and several

investigations have demonstrated these benefits
(Doync, Chamblcss,

Doync, Ossip- Klein, Bowman, Osborn, McDougall-Wilson,
al.,

1978, 1979; Klein ct

al.,

1985; Fremont

(Ledwidge, 1980; Simons, Epstein,

& Craighead,

McGowan,

comprehensive meta-analysis (North

et al.,

Kupfer,

&

& Ncimcycr,

1987; Grcist

ct

1987). Earlier reviews

&

Robertson, 1985) as well as a

1990) confirm that aerobic or anaerobic

exercise decreases depression, both immediately after the activity and
significantly

Bcutlcr, 1983;

in

follow-up studies,

more than various non-treatment approaches.

Effect oil Anxiety. Anxiety has received a great deal of attention in research on the

of exercise, with a profusion of articles during the past two decades. Whereas

effects

earlier research failed to find connections

Blumenthal

et al.,

1982; Pauly

et al.,

between

fitness

and

trait

1982; Schwartz, Davidson,

anxiety (Abadie, 1988;

& Goleman,

1978),

more

recent investigations have reported impressive results regarding the effects of both

short-term and long-term exercise on state anxiety and psychological

Boutcher

stress.

For example,

& Landers (1988) compared subjects engaging in vigorous exercise with a non-

exercise control group using pre-treatment and post-treatment state anxiety levels. They

reported a significant decrease in state anxiety in post-treatment measures for the exercise

group, but not for the control group, suggesting an influence of aerobic conditioning on

subjects' short-term anxiety.

Topp (1989) described

similar anxiety reducing effects of

physical activity in studying students' test anxiety before and after a seven

week

aerobic

exercise intervention. Further investigation has continued to illustrate favorable outcomes

when

contrasting exercising groups and sedentary controls in the examination of

psychological and physiological measures of stress (HoLmes

1990).
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& Roth,

1988; Norris

et al.,

Interestingly,

many

researchers working with clinical populations meeting

criteria for specific anxiety disorders reported either
insignificant findings or

inducement of panic attacks due

Cox, 1988; Martinsen, Hoffart,

to

vigorous physical activity

& Solbcrg,

(c.g.,

DSM

even an

Hannaford, Harrell,

&

1989; McDaniel, 1988). However, recent

reviews and meta-analyses on the topic continue to provide compelling evidence

for the

efficacy of fitness in treating

1987;

Holmes, 1993; Kerr

symptoms of stress and

& Vlaswinkel,

anxiety (Crews

& Landers,

1990; Petruzzello, Landers, Hatfield, Kubitz,

&

Salazar; 1991).

Exercise and Psychotherapy

Researchers have become increasingly interested
the therapeutic setting, due in part to the fact that so

wish

to partake in

in

exploring the use of exercise

many people

in

in

need of help do not

mainstream treatment options. For example, there

are individuals

who

are reluctant to risk medication side effects, cannot afford expensive long-term

psychotherapy, do not have easy access to therapists, or simply are not willing to engage
a potentially time

reasons,

it

consuming or stigmatizing venture (Klein

et al., 1985).

in

For these

has been argued that short-term, cost effective alternative treatments are worth

investigating.

Comparing Exercise and Therapy

Of the

large

number of experimental

research studies that address the relationship

between exercise and psychological functioning, only

a

tew have used methodological

effectiveness of exercise versus
designs that include a comparison between the treatment
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other traditional verbal therapies.

Due

to time

and cost

limitations,

most investigators

studying exercise effects on psychological functioning
have tended to use cither a
post-test design, a no-treatment control, or a non-therapy

comparison group, such as

meditation, relaxation, or a different type of exercise. In the
limited

number of studies

comparing aerobic exercise and cognitive group psychotherapy, subjects
and anxiety

in exercise

and therapy groups showed

pre-test,

treated for stress

significant decreases in stress

and

anxiety compared to control groups, but with no differences between the exercise and

therapy groups (Long, 1983, 1984; Stem, Gorman,
effects

were reportedly maintained

in all three

& Kaslow,

of these studies

1983). Furthermore, these

in

follow-up evaluations

ranging from 3 to 12 months. Several studies comparing physical treatments with therapy

have also been carried out with depressed populations (Epstein,
1979; Hess-Homeier, 1981; Klein et

illustrate that

aerobic activity

is

al.,

1985; Stem et

al.,

1

986; Greist et

al.,

1

978,

1983). Results of these studies

equally effective as time-limited, time-unlimited, or

cognitive group therapy in reducing depressive symptoms, as compared to a no-treatment

control, or

when comparing symptomatology

before and after testing. In a recent

meta-analysis which reviewed and analyzed eleven studies comparing exercise and

psychotherapy, North and his colleagues (1990) confirmed these

results, stating that

not

only did exercise appear to share similar antidepressant qualities as psychotherapy, but also
that anaerobic exercise

C ombining

was

as effective as aerobic exercise in reducing depression.

Exercise and Therap y

In considering the inclusion

of physical interventions within the therapy

setting,

including exercise as a component
several authors have recognized the potential benefits of
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of a treatment program

(e.g.,

Buffone, 1984, Weinstein

Brown, 1986; Doync

& Meyers,

ct al.,

1983; McDaniel, 1988; Sachs

&

1983). However, aside from a handful of

experimental investigations specifically merging physical and
psychological treatments,

and a few exploring therapist

attitudes regarding exercise, a limited

amount of empirical

evidence regarding the additive effects of exercise and therapy currently

Ihe Therape utic Discussion of Exercise Before
.

program

into a

psychotherapy treatment plan,

therapists in general are

it is

exists.

actually integrating an exercise

worthwhile considering whether

knowledgeable about, and

interested in the data supporting the

therapeutic efficacy of physical fitness. Little consideration has been given to the exercise

and

fitness attitudes

and practices of psychotherapists, and

or discuss health-related topics with their

beliefs

and practices (Barrow, English,

McEntee

clients.

The few

& Pinkerton,

& Halgin, in press; Royak-Schaler & Feldman,

of exercise with

their clients.

a

component

recommend

examined these

& Keeley,

1989;

1984) found that most therapists

would be

These researchers concluded

to consider exercise as a viable treatment

Exercise ns

studies that have

1987; Burks

are informed about the relevant literature and in general,

topic

their willingness to

in a variety

inclined to discuss the

that clinicians are willing

of cases.

Therapy Compone nt. For some time now, authors recognizing the

psychological benefits of physical activity have proposed that therapeutic treatments

may be potentiated by

the addition of exercise to a helping intervention

1979; Ledwidge, 1980). Hilyer

(e.g.,

Greist et

al.,

& Mitchell (1979) were the first researchers to test this

They
hypothesis in a controlled study examining self-concept in college students.
concluded that the combination of aerobic

fitness training
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and group counseling produced

positive changes in subjects

who were

initially

low

in self-

concept,

when compared

to

aerobic-only and no-treatment control groups.

A similar model of aerobic training and group counseling was used

in

a subsequent

study exploring self-esteem, depression, and anxiety variables with a population
of
adolescents (Hilyer et

al.,

1982).

The

investigators reported that

when

paired with group counseling, significant reductions were observed

in

was

aerobic activity

both depression and

anxiety between pre-test and post-test groups, but that only the variable of self-esteem

changed when an exercise/counseling group was contrasted with no-treatment
In an investigation

Schwartz

on anxiety reducing

controls.

interventions for speech-anxious subjects,

& Kaloupek (1987) compared and combined acute aerobic exercise with the

behavioral technique of imaginal exposure. They found that self-report, behavioral, and

psychophysiological outcome measures

all

indicated that the groups receiving imaginal

exposure showed greater attenuation of anxiety as compared

to no-treatment controls.

Furthermore, they reported that the group receiving aerobic exercise along with the

behavioral treatment

showed an increased treatment

measures. The authors concluded by supporting the

on two of the

effect

utility

self-report

of imaginal exposure

in

reducing speech anxiety, while suggesting the possibility of an additive effect of physical

exercise.

Fremont

& Craighead (1987) also studied the efficacy of exercise on depression by

comparing groups treated with aerobic
of the two treatments. They reported

activity, cognitive

that all three

group therapy, or a combination

approaches were equally effective

employ a control group
decreasing depressive symptoms. The investigators did not
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in

in the

study; however, a follow-up evaluation

maintained four months

showed

that the treatment effects

after the testing.

The most comprehensive study of this type was an unpublished
dissertation

had been

doctoral

conducted by Setaro (1985). This controlled investigation
looked

at

various

combinations of aerobic and anaerobic exercise, both separately and
paired with cognitive

group counseling,

in the

treatment of anxious and depressed subjects.

average effect of all treatments was greater than non-treatment, and

He found

that the

that the

combination of

group counseling and either aerobic or anaerobic exercise was more effective than group
counseling alone

in the

treatment of depression.

Unfortunately, only one of these five studies incorporated follow-up evaluations to
assess whether the positive effects were maintained over time. In general however, these

studies suggest that an additive effect of exercise plus psychotherapy exists (North et

1990), but that further study

is

al.,

necessary.

Limitations and Future Directions. Although methodological rigor has improved

recent years,

Flaws

many

important design problems are prevalent

that threaten internal

and external

validity include

in this

in

area of investigation.

nonrandom

subject assignment,

lack of control groups, the use of numerous dependent variables with small samples, and

the use of nonstandard psychological measures (Gauvin

& Brawley,

1993; Plante

& Rodin,

1990). Future research should not only address these problems, but also examine
differences in types of exercise, the frequency and duration of physical activity necessary

to maintain effects,

and the reasons why exercise benefits psychological functioning.
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Proposed Explanations for the
Psychological Benefits of Exercise

Both physiological and psychological processes have been proposed
to explain the connection

instance,

some

between improved psychological health and

physiological theorists have offered

that,

due

in

an attempt

exercise. For

to an exercise related rise in

adrenal activity, steroid reserves are increased, causing a reduction

Michael, 1957). Others have hypothesized that stress reduction

in stress

(Hughes,

facilitated

is

1

984;

by a lowered

resting muscle-activity potential following physical activity (deVries, 1968), and that the

aerobic fitness level itself may be mediating antidepressant effects of exercise (Doyne

al.,

et

1983). Others have proposed psychological explanations that exercise acts as a buffer

against

life

Maddi,

stresses (Kobasa,

& Puccetti,

1

982), or as a form of meditation

(Buffone, 1980), or biofeedback (Hollandsworth, 1979), thus reducing stress and bringing

about a more relaxed

state.

Thermogenic Model

.

states that therapeutic benefits

Euler

& Soderberg,

1957).

One of the

earliest presented biological theories in this area

can be produced by elevations

The hypothesis

is

activity, leading to a general reduction in stress

this

body temperature (Von

rooted in the idea that an increase

brainstem temperature causes cerebral cortex changes

has supported

in

in

in

muscle-spindle and electrical

and anxiety

levels.

More

recent research

by means of
theory in illustrating that whole-body warming, not only

warm

water or sauna bathing, reduces somatic anxiety

exercise, but also

by showering

and self-reported

state anxiety levels (Raglin

in

&
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Morgan, 1985).

Amine Hypothesis. Another early

explanation for the antidepressant effect of

exercise suggests that certain neurotransmitters arc
released

improvements.

It

had been posited

that the three

in the brain, resulting in

monoamine

mood

neurotransmitters of

serotonin, dopamine, and norepinephrine are associated with
feelings of dysphoria, and
that depression

is

linked with impaired transmission at particular amincrgic synapses

central nervous system (Fawcett, Mass,

literature

was

carried out

and

by Ransford (1982), who

monoamines

single out particular

& Dekirmenjiar,

in the

1972). However, a review of the

states that not

enough evidence

exists to

that are involved in the exercise-depression relationship,

that studies identifying serotonin,

dopamine, or norepinephrine as key amines arc

oversimplified and draw premature conclusions.

,.

A prevalent theory that gained much

attention 10 to

20

years ago, the endorphin hypothesis states that endogenous opiates, which are produced

the pituitary gland, are released

mental functioning

when

(Farrell, 1981).

physical activity occurs, resulting in improved

These opiates, such as endorphins and enkephalins,

thought to possess morphine-like characteristics
a heightened, elated

state.

More

in

in

are

decreasing physical pain and producing

recently however, research has suggested that endorphins

and other opiates may be associated with attenuation of negative moods, but not with
elevations in positive

Mastery

moods (Hughes,

1984).

Hy pothesis. A popular psychological theory

to explain the benefits

of

with a sense of mastery,
exercise postulates that fitness improvements provide individuals

feelings of success,

and increased

self-efficacy (Bandura, 1977; Ismail
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& Trachtman,

1973,

Sonstroem

& Morgan,

1989).

It is

thought that feelings of mastery occur due to

perceptions of physical improvement caused by the ability
to gain control over a difficult
task.

The notion

that exercise-related benefits

may occur

trying to achieve fitness has led researchers to explore

perceived (Abadie, 1988; King

ct al., 1989).

an individual's self-perception of physical

in individuals

how

more

arc simply

personal health status

is

of these studies concluded that

In fact, both

fitness is

who

closely associated with

psychological improvements than his or her actual level of cardiovascular aerobic

fitness.

Distraction Hypothesis. Sometimes referred to as the "time out," or cognitive

diversion hypothesis,

many

theorists

emotions, cognitions, or daily

have proposed

life stresses

may

anxiety associated with exercising (Bahrke

While engaged

in

that the distraction

from negative

account for the reduction

& Morgan,

physical activity, the individual

is

in

depression and

1978; Long, 1983; Sachs, 1982).

presumably focusing on

either the

exercise itself or on other environmental stimuli rather than daily concerns. While the

hypothesis does not dispute biological influences on mental processes,

on the basis

that psychological

changes

distracting situations such as meditation

that

occur with exercise

and relaxation (Morgan

may

it

has been criticized

also occur in

& O'Connor,

1988).

Furthermore, what people think about while exercising has not been empirically examined

(Gauvin

& Brawley,

1993).

Social Interaction Hypothesis. The psychological benefits of exercise could be

accounted for due to group reinforcement, support, or personal attention
receive

when engaged

reinforcement

is

psychotherapies,

in

physical activity

(Doyne

seen as playing a substantial role

it

may

et al.,

in the

1983; Greist

that

people tend to

et al., 1979).

Since

success of all traditional

include exercise.
also be the active ingredient in therapies that
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However, studies

that

have

indirectly tested this hypothesis

have

failed to identify

whether

positive treatment effects were attributable to reinforcement,
exercise, or other variables

(Hughes, 1984).

Although a number of different biological and psychological mechanisms have

been proposed, no single theory adequately explains the positive relationship between
exercise and psychological functioning. Since several researchers have illustrated

anaerobic improvements that equalled aerobic gains

have shown perceived

fitness to

be

(e.g.,

Doyne

et al., 1987),

at least as effective as actual fitness (e.g.,

and others

King

ct al.,

1989), physiological explanations alone cannot account for the connection. This

realization has led researchers to

relationship, although

1

embrace a psychobiological explanation

no such integrated model has been

for the

tested (Plante, 1993 ; Ransford,

982). At this point, research on this relationship should focus on exploring the causative

and curative components of exercise on psychological processes.
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CHAPTER

2

METHOD
Introduction

This chapter will provide an explanation of the procedures and methodology used
in the study.

Included

in this section are subjects, description

of instruments, and

procedures. The study employs a multivariate research design with measures given

immediately before and after the

testing,

and certain measures given

at

two-month follow-

up. Anxiety measures included the State-Trait Anxiety Inventory (Spielberger et

al.

,1970),

and the Anxiety subscale of the SCL-90-R (Derogatis, 1994). One main dependent
variable (anxiety) will be measured across the four experimental groups.

Subjects

Ethical Considerations

Prior to beginning the study, approval

Massachusetts

Human

was sought from

the University of

Subjects Committee (see appendix A). During the course of the

experiment, the American Psychological Association's standards for research with

human

implemented to ensure the
subjects were strictly adhered to, and adequate safeguards were
well-being of the subjects.

Selection

psychology class taught
Subjects were recruited from a large abnormal

1994 (see appendix B).
University of Massachusetts in the Spring semester,

at

As

the

possible

students chose between writing a paper,
options for an additional course requirement,
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participating in a

weekly discussion group, or becoming involved

appendix C). Due

to the nature

psychological distress),

it is

in

the study (see

of the experiment (treatment and prevention
of

felt that

the experiment

was

a viable and legitimate learning

option for psychology students studying psychopathology
and

its

treatment.

Out of a

possible 509 students, 158 expressed interest in the study,
and 132 completed pre-treatment

packets of test measures. These were screened to 102 that were
appropriate for inclusion
the study.

A total of 60 were randomly

in

selected and divided into three equal experimental

groups, subjects were matched on the basis of gender and fitness level, but were
otherwise

divided randomly (see appendix D). Matching for age was not necessary due to the

homogeneous nature of the

class.

Selecting only 20 subjects per group

order to provide manageable therapy group

was necessary

in

sizes.

Requirements and Screening
Exclusion

criteria

included the following: subjects must not have

psychotropic medication, (b) been involved

of the study,

(c)

had

suicidal ideation, or (d)

participation. Subjects

were asked

to sign a

in

(a)

been taking

psychotherapy during the six-week period

had a health condition

that contraindicated

waiver and information form explaining the

study's purpose, participation criteria, expectations of group therapy involvement, and

possible risks involved

were also urged

to seek

in

both exercise and psychotherapy (see appendix E). Individuals

medical approval before engaging

concerns about commencing a program of physical

It

was intended

in the

study

or

they

activity,

that subjects participating in the study

anxiety in the mild to moderate range.

The presented study
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if

it

they expressed

felt at risk

were experiencing

rationale

was

that

of injury.
stress or

most

individuals suffer from at least occasional mild
anxiety or stress, and that the intervention

of either cognitive group therapy or aerobic exercise (or
significantly reduce such

symptoms.

for "mild" or "moderate" scores

No specific

on the measures

their

criteria

that

combination) can

have been specified as guidelines

were used

in the study,

nonpatient norms have been established for the SCL-90-R (Dcrogatis

et al.,

although

1973) and for

nonpatient undergraduates for the State-Trait Anxiety Inventory (Spielbcrger

Exclusion

1

.5

criteria in this

ct al., 1970).

study consisted of subject scores that were well above or below

standard deviations of the established means for the normative samples of each

measure. This corresponds to scores that are approximately above or below the 93rd and
10th percentiles for the State-Trait Anxiety Inventory (Spielberger, 1983), and above or

below the 93rd and 7th

percentiles for the anxiety subscale of the

SCL-90-R

(Derogatis,

1977). Research literature has suggested that severe anxiety disorders meeting

criteria,

such as Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder and Panic Disorder

based and more effectively treated with an intervention
1990; Rickels, Schweitzer,

& Lucki,

may be

DSM-IV

biologically

that includes medication (Rapoport,

1987). Individuals meeting such criteria were

provided referrals for other psychological services as requested. Therefore, those
presenting with anxiety

project. All subjects

symptoms within

were debriefed, and

the mild to moderate range were included in the

results

were provided by request

at the

conclusion of the experiment.

Instruments

The

State-Trait Anxiety Inventory,

subscale of the

SCL-90-R (Derogatis

et al.,

STAI, (Spielberger

et al.,

1970) and the anxiety

1973) were used to assess anxiety.
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Stater Trait Anxiety Inventory

Development and Applications. Construction of the STAI began
resulting in a single scale providing objective measures
of both state and

in the

trait

mid 1960s,

anxiety,

depending on the instructions given (Spielbcrger, 1966). Standardization and
validation of
the earlier version of the test

students, medical

became

the

was completed using over 6,000 high school and

and surgical

patients,

college

and prison inmates. During the 1970s, the STAI

most widely used anxiety measure

in

psychological research (Buros, 1978).

Factor analysis of the S-Anxiety and T-Anxicty items followed, and researchers reported
that items

Barker,

measuring

Donham,

trait

anxiety were less stable and consistent (Spielbcrger, Vagg,

& Westberry,

1980).

The measure was soon

revised to improve balance

of anxiety -present and anxiety-absent items concerning T-Anxiety, and

to replace

weak

items with items having better psychometric properties. The revised version contained

clearer distinctions

between

5,000 subjects (Spielbcrger
Since

clinical

its

and

(e.g.,

trait

anxiety, and

was standardized on more than

et al., 1980).

introduction over

and research

populations

state

two decades ago,

the

STAI has been used

settings to assess anxiety in psychiatric, medical,

Hannaford

et al.,

1988; Raglin

& Morgan,

extensively in

and outpatient

1987). In 1983, Spielberger

reported a listing of over 2,000 studies and reviews utilizing the measure. The scale

is

also

available in a children's form, the State-Trait Anxiety Inventory for Children (STA1C),

which has been

effectively used to

(Norvell, Brophy,

translated into

& Finch,

measure anxiety

more than 30 languages

practice (Spielberger

& Last,

1985; Perrin

& Diaz-Gucrrero,

levels in grade school children

1992). Furthermore, the

for use in cross-cultural research

1

990).
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STAI has been

and

clinical

After

(1

)

1

0 years of administrations, Spielbcrgcr (1983) revised the STAI

more accurately

in

order

to:

discriminate between anxiety and depression for those
suffering from

both disorders, (2) replace items found to be psychomctrically
weak for individuals from

lower socioeconomic groups, and (3) achieve a better balance between
items

that arc

anxiety -present and anxiety-absent.

Descriptio n a nd Admim stration. The

STAI

consists of two 20-item scales

which

are typically administered simultaneously to assess both state anxiety (S-Anxiety) and

On the

anxiety (T-Anxiety).

first scale,

the S-Anxiety scale, subjects arc instructed to

indicate the intensity of their anxious feelings

(1) "not at all," (2)

second

scale, the

on a four-point Likert-type

"somewhat," (3) "moderately

for this scale should indicate

T-Anxiety

how the

trait

so,"

and

much

(4) "very

scale, including

so."

Responses

Subject feels "right now, at this moment."

scale, subjects are instructed to indicate

how

On

the

they feel "in

general" by rating the frequency of their anxious feelings on a similar scale, including (1)

"almost never," (2) "sometimes," (3) "often," and (4) "almost always." Ten items on the S-

Anxiety

scale,

and

1 1

manner

(e.g., "1 feel

manner

(e.g., "I

am

items on the T-Anxiety scale are phrased in an anxiety -present

nervous"), with the remaining items phrased in an anxiety-absent

The measure

content").

be completed individually or

in groups.

is

designed to be self-administered, and can

Although there

is

no time

limit for

completing the

measures, college students usually take approximately 10 minutes to complete both

When
T-Anxiety
to

administering both scales, the S-Anxiety scale

scale.

Spielberger

recommends

to

be completed before the

this protocol "since the

be sensitive to the conditions under which the

can be influenced by the emotional climate

is

that
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S-Anxiety was designed

test is administered, scores

may be

created

it

scales.

on

this scale

the T-Anxiety scale

is

given

first"

(1983, p.

4).

Conversely,

scale remains largely unaffected

it

was

illustrated

some time ago

by the conditions under which

(Auerbach, 1973; Spielbcrgcr, Auerbach, Wadsworth, Dunn,
Reliability

coefficients

and

it

is

that the

T-Anxicty

administered

& Taulbcc,

1973).

Validity. Spielbergcr (1966) obtained his original stability

from two groups of high school

students, and three groups of undergraduate

college students. Subjects were tested on the S-Anxiety and T-Anxicty
scales, and were

then exposed to one of three experimental conditions:

IQ

test,

(

)

1

relaxation training, (2) a difficult

or (3) a film depicting accidents resulting in serious injury. Subjects were then

retested after periods ranging

from one hour

Anxiety scale were relatively high

in all

to

104 days. Test-retest correlations for the T-

groups across time

intervals, with the high school

students ranging from .65 to .75, with a median reliability coefficient of .70, and the

college students ranging from .73 to .86, with a median of .77.

differing nature

of the experimental

stimuli, the

As expected

given the

S-Anxiety coefficients were much lower

across groups and time intervals, ranging from .16 to .62, with a median of .33.

Correlations between the S-Anxiety and T- Anxiety scales of the

STA1 were

was

carried out.

examined by Spielberger (1966) before

further research

found that coefficients ranged from .59

to .75, with a

on

validity

median of .65 across

of male and female college students, high school students, working
recruits.

adults,

He

different groups

and military

Concurrent validity of the T- Anxiety scale of the STA1 was also examined by

Spielberger (1966),

with three other

who

trait

correlated scores of college students and neuropsychiatric patients

anxiety measures, the

the Taylor Manifest Anxiety Scale, or

Adjective Checklist, or

IPAT Anxiety

TMAS (Taylor,

A ACL (Zuckerman,

1960).
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Scale (Cattell

1953), and the

& Scheier,

1963),

Zuckerman Affect

The IPAT Anxiety Scale and

the

TMAS were the most widely used measures of trait anxiety at the time (Spiclbcrgcr,
and correlations between these
ranging from .73 to

.85.

tests

and the T-Anxiety scale of the STAI were

Correlations with the

1983),

fairly high,

A ACL were somewhat lower, ranging from

.41 to .53.

SCL-90-R

:.

distress, the first

al.,

1

973).

Designed

to

measure symptomatic psychological

prototype of the SCL-90 was developed

Over the next few

years, the measure

in the early

1

970s (Derogatis

was published and made

the release of an administration and scoring manual (Derogatis,

1

et

available with

977). Based on early

research and analysis, the original form of the inventory was modified and validated,

creating the revised scale in use today (Derogatis, Rickels,

is

currently available in over 20 foreign languages, and

instrument have been published

& Rock,

many

1976).

The SCL-90-R

research studies using the

in foreign journals.

The SCL-90-R was designed

to

be one component

in a series

of measurement

instruments, which includes the Hopkins Psychiatric Rating Scale (HPRS), and the Brief

Symptom

Inventory (BSI).

It

has been used extensively as a single, multidimensional

report inventory for such research areas as depression and suicidality (Kandel

1982; Mazmanian, Mendonca, Holden,

Eckels,

& Hatfield,

& Dufton,

self-

& Davies,

1987), and sexual disorders (Traupman,

such as with
1982), as well as in a broad range of medical contexts,

cancer patients (Derogatis,

et al., 1983),

substance abusers

psychopharmacological research (Chounard, 1983).
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(Woody

et al.,

1983), and in

In the area

of anxiety and

stress reduction, the

SCL-90-R has been shown

to

be

quite sensitive to changes in stress and anxiety levels.
Shortly after the release of the

revised administration and scoring manual in the late 1970s,
Dcrogatis conducted a
literature

review of the SCL-90-R

in the context

of self-reported

stress,

and reported overall

positive findings regarding the ability of the measure to discriminate between
those
are suffering

from psychological

example, Carrington

et al.

distress,

and those

who

who

are not (Dcrogatis, 1982). For

(1980) demonstrated that the SCL-90-R

is

highly sensitive to

differences between groups engaging in stress reducing behaviors and control groups,

while Bohachick (1983) reported similar sensitivity to differences
interventions. Subsequent investigators used the

anxiety following exercise (Klein et

from

symptoms which

no

interest in things"),

are divided into nine primary

sensitivity,

The SCL-90-R

are rated

(0) "not at all," to (4) "extremely."

"feeling

to study the level

of state

1985; Mendez, 1985).

al.,

.

variety of distressing

SCL-90-R

in cardiac rehabilitation

on a

consists of 90 items representing a

five-point Likert-type scale, ranging

The language of the symptoms

and vocabulary

is

basic (e.g.,

levels are equated across items.

symptom dimensions;

The items

anxiety, somatization, interpersonal

obsessive-compulsiveness, paranoid ideation, depression,

hostility,

anxiety, and psychoticism. Three global indices of distress can provide

phobic

more general

impressions of an individual's psychological status (Derogatis, 1977).

When
the extent to

completing the SCL-90-R, examinees are instructed to indicate for each item

which he or she has been bothered by

that particular

problem during the past

15 minutes
seven days. Typical administration time tends to be between 12 and

(Derogatis, 1994).
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Reliability

and

Validity.

The

first reliability

conducted by Derogatis and his colleagues
(1976),

calculations of the

who measured

SCL-90-R were

the internal consistency

of the nine primary symptom dimensions using data from
over 200 symptomatic

They reported

individuals.

satisfactory coefficients in this study, ranging from
.77 for

psychoticism, to .90 for depression. The

stability

of the measure has also been

satisfactorily established in test-retest investigations.

In an early study involving

94

psychiatric outpatients, Derogatis (1977) reported coefficients ranging from .78
to .90. In

another preliminary study, Edwards, Yarvis, Mueller, Zingale

& Wagman (1978) reported

test-retest reliability

over various time periods ranging between

alpha coefficient of

.95.

More

recently,

.81

and

.94,

Buckelew, Burk, Brownlee-Duffeck,

(1988) studied chronic pain and spinal cord injury patients, and reported
consistency coefficients ranging from .69 to

Numerous

investigations have

with an overall

& Frank

internal

.91.

compared the SCL-90-R with other

measures of psychological disturbance. Derogatis

et al.,

(1976)

first

established

examined the

concurrent validity of the SCL-90-R by correlating the nine primary symptom dimensions
with various

from .40 to

MMPI

.75.

scales.

The authors reported

a high overall degree of validity, ranging

Subsequent researchers have examined the measure's convergent and

construct validity; although findings were mixed, results have supported the ability of the

SCL-90-R

to accurately characterize psychological distress

Cleary, 1977; Wilson, Taylor,

& Robertson,

1985).
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and discomfort (Derogatis

&

Procedure

Grouping of Subjects

The study involved four groups of students
course, three experimental groups

group. Those

who were

who

enrolled in an abnormal psychology

signed up for the experiment, and one control

interested in participating

were assigned

to

one of the three

experimental groups using matched randomization: (#1) Cognitive group counseling only,
(#2) Aerobic exercise only, and (#3) Cognitive group counseling combined with aerobic

exercise.

Group

(#4)

was

a non-treatment control group, and consisted of an

approximately equal number of students choosing a discussion group option for the course
unrelated to the experiment. Sign-up procedures took place during the

first

class

meeting

following a brief explanation of study requirements. Detailed information, waiver forms,

and treatment schedules were provided

shortly thereafter.

Dropout Rat es and Group Randomization

Of the
packet, the

subjects

initial

group of 80 subjects, 70 completed the pre-treatment information

full six -week

experiment, and the post-treatment packet of information. The 10

who dropped out were

not significantly different than those

who

completed the

dropout rate
study as determined by pre-treatment anxiety measures. However, this

somewhat misleading. Of the 10 dropouts,
after

is

five decided against participating in the study

yet before they began the
being chosen and completing the pre-intervention measures,

to complete the post-treatment
experiment. Another five completed the study yet failed

available.
information packets; hence no comparative data were

although
during the course of the six-week experiment,
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it

No subjects

was made

left

the study

quite clear that this

1

was acceptable and would

incur no penalties in the

Abnormal Psychology

course. This

implies that participants cither did not experience
or were not significantly bothered by any

of the possible discomforts inherent
Subjects

may

also

involvement with aerobic exercise or therapy.

have simply decided

week commitment.

to "stick

it

out," since the study involved only a six-

possible that subjects were consciously avoiding the potentially

It is

less desirable options

In

in

of writing a paper or making

alternative

examining the pre-treatment anxiety scores,

groups were sufficiently randomized, and

no

that

commitments.

ANOVA indicated that the four

significant difference existed

pre-treatment scores. However, only the state subscale of the

STAI was used

between

in the

calculations.

Subjects participating in cognitive group therapy (groups #1 and #3) met for 75

minutes, once per

week with

the experimenter,

who

at the

therapist in the Clinical

Psychology doctoral program

Amherst. There were a

total

University of Massachusetts at

in a large

meeting room

in the

12, 14,

and

1

department's training

Psychological Services Center. Groups proceeded according to the structured

framework of Beck and
(Beck

at the

of three therapy groups, consisting of

members. Sessions were conducted
clinic, the

time was a graduate student

ct al., 1985),

his colleagues' cognitive

and Mcichcnbaum's (1985)

approach for the treatment of anxiety

stress

management approach of Stress

Inoculation Training (see appendices F and G). Subjects were also exposed to a relaxation

and were
protocol involving alternate tensing and relaxing of muscles (Lazarus, 1966),

was provided by
given a tape to practice the exercises. Supervision for the group therapist
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a departmental faculty

were scheduled
due

to

to a university

member trained

occur over a

snow

in

cognitive therapeutic approaches. All treatments

six -week period,

however one group session was missed

closure.

Subjects participating in aerobic exercise (groups #2 and
#3) were required to

engage

in

running or jogging three times per week for

Based on the

at least

existing evidence concerning exercise for the

20 minutes per session.

enhancement of health and

cardiorespiratory fitness, recommendations of the American College of Sports Medicine's

ed.)

Participants

were followed (see appendix H).

were also given the Physical Activity Readiness Questionnaire (PAR-Q)

ensure the appropriateness of exercise and ascertain
(see appendix

I).

if

to

medical clearance was necessary

Subjects used the indoor running track

at

a

campus gymnasium two

afternoons per week. During these times, the experimenter and a trained instructor were
present to take attendance and offer assistance. The third weekly aerobic workout was

carried out individually by the participants at

track and

one other time during the week. The running

two other gymnasiums were used, and attendance

sheets were posted and

collected from these sites weekly. Furthermore, individuals were instructed to maintain a

training log to keep track

of training duration and frequency, and

to chart their progress;

these logs were periodically checked and collected at the conclusion of the experiment.

Administration of instruments

The

State-Trait Anxiety Inventory

experimental groups prior

to,

and the SCL-90-R were administered

to the three

and immediately following the six-week treatment period.

Anxiety was also assessed two months

after the
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experiment ended; however the SCL-90-R

was not used

for follow-up in order to

make

the protocol as brief as possible to

maximum

return rate. Also, before and after the treatments,
questionnaires were presented to the
participants

which included both forced-choice and open-ended questions.
The pre-study

information form asked questions regarding demographic
information, perceived ratings of
anxiety, fitness level, personal definitions of fitness and anxiety,
and expectations

regarding the interventions (see appendix

J).

The post-study information form asked

subjects for perceived ratings of anxiety and fitness, possible reasons for any changes

experienced during the study, and beliefs about future continuation with exercise and/or
stress reduction techniques (see

appendix K). Furthermore,

in

order to prevent confounded

data, a separate

cover sheet accompanied materials given to control subjects asking about

involvement

psychotherapy or aerobic exercise over the preceding

in

six

appendix L). The follow-up questionnaire again asked the participants
ratings

stress

of anxiety and

fitness level,

and the extent

management techniques and/or

number of personalized
the study informing

materials,

letters

to

weeks

(see

for perceived

which they had continued

to

regular aerobic exercise (see appendix M).

were mailed

to all subjects at various times during

engage

in

A
and

after

them about post-treatment and follow-up administration times of

and thanking them

for participating (see

appendix N).

Study Hypotheses

The following hypotheses were proposed:
(1)

The treatment

effect

of cognitive group therapy

(#1), or aerobic exercise (#2),

would be greater
or the combination of cognitive group therapy and aerobic exercise (#3)
Treatment effect was
than the effect of participation in a no-treatment control group (#4).
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defined as reduced anxiety as measured
by the state and

trait

subscales ofthe STAI. the

anxiety subscalc of the SCL-90-R, and
a perceived measure of anxiety.
(2)

There would be no difference

in

treatment effect between those

participated in cognitive group therapy
(#1) and those

who

who

participated in aerobic exercise

(# 2 ).

(3)

The

exercise (#3)

additive treatment effect of combining cognitive
group therapy and aerobic

would be

greater than the effect of cognitive group therapy
(#1

)

alone or

aerobic exercise (#2) alone.

(4)

Upon two-month

In order to test the

null

follow-up, treatment effects would be maintained.

above hypotheses, the general research hypothesis

stated in the

form was as follows:

H 0 = Mi
That

is,

there

=

!U

=

\h

would be no difference between

the study (subscripts

1

-

4).

= P4

the

means

(p)

of the four observed groups

in

Using a Windows SPSS program, a repeated measures

multivariate analysis of variance with interaction procedure

(MANOVA) was conducted.

MANOVA was used in order to protect against inflation of Type

1

errors

due

to

nonsphericity (heterogeneity of variance of difference scores). The hypotheses that group

mean

differences

would be found both immediately following

two-month follow-up were
differences

would be

directional

in the direction

and thus

one-tailed.

It

the intervention and after a

was proposed

that coefficient

of lowered anxiety. Simple contrasts were conducted

between each experimental group (#1, #2, and #3) and the control group (#4)
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to test

hypothesis #1

.

Following rejection of the

were conducted
(-1

,

1 ,

to test hypotheses

0, 0)

null hypothesis, a priori orthogonal contrasts

#2 and #3 using the following vector weights:

This vector tested hypothesis #2 by weighing only groups # 1 and

#2, thus comparing the effects of cognitive group therapy group and aerobic exercise.

(-1, -1, 2, 0)

This vector compared the effects of cognitive group therapy (#1)

and aerobic exercise (#2) with the combination of cognitive group therapy and aerobic
exercise (#3).
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CHAPTER

3

RESULTS
Introduction

This study examined the effects of two different treatments, cognitive
group
therapy and aerobic exercise, on anxiety

proposed: (1)
treatments

more

group? (2)
Is the

Is

Is

in

college students.

The following questions were

cognitive group therapy, aerobic exercise, or the combination of the two
effective for reducing anxiety than participation in a no-treatment control

exercise as effective a treatment for anxiety as cognitive group therapy? (3)

combination of group therapy and exercise more effective

either treatment alone? (4)

In an attempt to

Can

in

reducing anxiety than

treatment effects be maintained over time?

answer these questions, a multivariate design was used. The

dependent variable was measured using four anxiety measures: the STA1-S, STA1-T,

SCL-90-R

anxiety subscale, and a measure of perceived anxiety. All measures were

administered prior to treatment, after treatment, and (with the exception of the SCL-90-R),

two months

after the

completion of treatment.

Before executing

MANOVA procedures, two statistical procedures were carried

out in order to examine subject dropout data, and to ensure that the four study groups were

sufficiently

randomized prior

Before the

start

to treatment.

of the study,

due

it

was determined

to both clinical

and

that

group sizes of no more than 20

practical limitations. Sixty subjects

subjects

would be

initially

20
chosen for the three experimental groups and an additional

ideal
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were

for the no-treatment

A

control group.

total

of 10 subjects (12.5%)

scheduling conflicts (see Table

A

3.1).

t-test

failed to

complete the study, primarily due

to

assuming unequal variances was carried out

using the STAI-Statc subscale between the group of dropout
subjects and the group of
subjects completing the study. There were no apparent differences
between pre-treatment

anxiety levels of the 10 dropout subjects and the 70 subjects completing
the study, t(79) =
-0.41,

p> 0.5.
The STAl-S was again used

to

examine possible group mean

sufficiently

as a pre-treatment measure in an analysis of variance

differences. Results indicate that the four groups

randomized, and that no differences existed between group means before the

=

study began E(3, 66)

1

.59,

p>

.05.

In order to carry out orthogonal contrasts,

the null hypothesis for

all

after the interventions for

three study hypotheses.

first,

STA1

was

F(3, 65)

also found

=

3.77,

effective in relieving anxiety, as

(see Figure 3.2). Scores

anxiety for subjects

these results

fall

=

subject scores taken before and

3.43, p

when comparing

p<

.01

.

compared

<

state subscale

in

.05 (see Figure 3.1).

A

subject scores measured by the

trait

This finding indicates that treatment was
to participation in a no-treatment control

on the SCL-90-R anxiety subscale

who engaged

just

Mean

and a significant difference was found between the

treatment groups and the control group F(3, 66)

significant difference

MANOVA was first conducted to test

each of the anxiety measures were compared. The

of the STA1 was examined

scale of the

were

also

showed

group

a reduction in

treatment as compared to no treatment. However,

above the cutoff for significance F(3, 66) = 2.13, p = .053
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(see Figure

3.3).

Lastly,

when comparing

subject scores from

all

perceived anxiety levels before and after the interventions

three treatment groups

treatment control group scores F(3, 66)

Table 3.2 for further

tested

by

that the

<

.0

1

(see Figure 3.4; refer to the data in

above treatments were effective

would be maintained

that the effects

utilizing

4.2 1 , p

significantly lower than the no-

statistical detail).

Having confirmed

was proposed

=

were

after a

treatment, as determined by the

anxiety. Although trends

.05.

the

STA1

seemed

STAI-S

F(6,

to

state

and

trait

108)=

1

.85,

p >

While experimental subjects had lower

after the conclusion

after the

completion of

subscales and a perceived rating of

be present, no significant reductions

treatment, these benefits were not maintained

months

it

MANOVA and simple contrasts to compare individual experimental

,

p>

reducing anxiety,

two-month period. This was

groups (#1 #2, and #3) to the control group (#4) two months

when examining

in

.05,

levels

when

of the study. However

or the

STA1-T

in

F(6,

anxiety existed

104)=

1

.52,

of anxiety following completion of

anxiety levels were measured two

it

is

interesting to note that treatment

participants reported that they perceived their anxiety level (using a seven point Likert-type

scale) to be lower as

F(6, 110)

=

2.70, p

<

compared

to those involved in the no-treatment control

group

.05 (see Table 3.3).

Orthogonal Contrast Results
Hypothesis #1

The
would be

first

hypothesis stated that the effect of each individual experimental treatment

greater than the effect of participation in a no-treatment control group.

Following rejection of the null hypothesis using
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MANOVA, an a priori contrast was

earned out tor the STAI-S measure. As compared

was
t(

1

a significant treatment effect for subjects participating

=

)

p <

-3 .08,

.0

aerobic exercise

1 ,

t(l )

=

-

1

.80,

cognitive group therapy and aerobic exercise
1(1)

compared using

the

STAI-T.

In

comparison

significant treatment effect regardless

participated: (# 1

t(l

~

)

-2.75, p

exercise

the

to the no-treatment control group, there

t(

1

)

<

=

)

-1 .87,

1(1)

=

and the combination of

-2.36, p

<

p <

.05.

-1 .92,

accompanied by aerobic

1(1 )

=

-3.04, p

<

.0

1 ,

in

was

a

which subjects

(#2) aerobic exercise

control subjects with those participating in (#1) cognitive

.05, (#2) aerobic exercise 1(1)

=

-2.04, p

1(1 )

=

<

.05,

or (#3) the

p <

.05.

-2.22,

For the

participation in a therapy group, either alone or

exercise, resulted in lowered anxiety as

compared

to participation

no-treatment control group. Significant treatment effects were found for those

engaged

in

cognitive group therapy t(l)

group therapy and aerobic exercise

t(l)

=

-3.20,

p <

.01

=

-2.75,

p <

.01

and the combination of cognitive

.

However, no differences were

found between control subjects and those participating only

=

were also

Similar differences were found using the anxiety subscale of

p<

measure of perceived anxiety,

t(l)

Participants

to the no-treatment control group, there

combination of cognitive group therapy and aerobic exercise

in the

.05.

or (#3) the combination of cognitive group therapy and aerobic

SCL-90-R when comparing

group therapy

=

.05,

cognitive group therapy

of the experimental group

cognitive group therapy

.01,

p <

in

-1.24, p

>

.05 (see

Table

in

aerobic exercise

3.4).

Hypothesis #2

The second hypothesis

stated that there

between those who participated

in

would be no difference

in

treatment effect

cognitive group therapy alone and those
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who

participated solely in aerobic exercise. Following rejection
of the null hypothesis using

MANOVA, a priori orthogonal contrasts were carried out using the vector weights
(-1,1,0, 0). This vector weighed group #1 cognitive group therapy, and group
#2, aerobic
,

and tested the assumption

exercise,

would

group therapy only

exhibit reductions in anxiety equal to those involved in aerobic exercise only.

examined the STA1-S measure;

contrast

first

that those involved in cognitive

as expected,

no

statistically significant

differences were found in state anxiety between participants involved

therapy and those involved

trait

the

in

aerobic exercise

t(l )

=

=

.15,

p>

anxiety as measured by the

SCL-90-R

t(

1

)

=

-.

1

8,

p >

STAI-T

.05.

1(1)

However,

1

.21

,

p>

.05,

The

.05.

in

cognitive group

The same was

true for

and for anxiety as measured by

significant differences

were found

in self-

reports of perceived anxiety reduction between subjects involved in cognitive group

therapy and those involved in aerobic exercise. Subjects participating

therapy perceived greater reductions

exercise t(l)

=

1

.89,

p<

.05.

As

in anxiety

than those

who only

cognitive group

carried out aerobic

expected, no differences were found

measured anxiety between aerobic exercisers and those

in

in objectively

participating in cognitive group

therapy. However, subjects perceived anxiety to be lowered

if

the intervention involved

cognitive group therapy (see Table 3.5).

Hypothesis. #3
third hypothesis stated that the additive treatment effect

The

of combining cognitive

therapy alone or
group therapy and aerobic exercise would be greater than cognitive group

aerobic exercise alone.

weights

(-1

,

-1

,

2, 0).

A

priori

orthogonal contrasts were carried out using the vector

only
This compared the treatment effect of cognitive group therapy
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and aerobic exercise only with the combined treatment

and aerobic exercise

(#3).

effect

of cognitive group therapy

For the STA1-S measure, the combination of cognitive
group

therapy and aerobic exercise was no more effective

in

reducing anxiety than cither

cognitive group therapy alone or aerobic exercise alone
t(l)

=

.

16,

p>

.05. Similar results

were found when comparing the combination of cognitive group therapy
and aerobic
exercise to either cognitive group therapy alone or aerobic exercise
alone using the
t(

1

)

=

1

p >

-30,

.05, the anxiety

measure of perceived anxiety

when comparing

subscale of the

t(l)

=

anxiety reduction

-.56,

in

p >

SCL-90-R

.05.

1(

1

In general,

)

=

-.2

1

,

p >

no additive

subjects participating in a

STA1-T

.05, or the

effect

was found

combined treatment group

of cognitive group therapy and aerobic exercise with those involved

in

only one treatment

(see Table 3.6).

Follow-up
Following the conclusion of the intervention, a two-month follow-up was

conducted

to

examine whether anxiety reduction would be maintained over

time.

MANOVA was used to compare the treatment effect of each experimental group with the
no-treatment control group from pre-treatment to follow-up. For brevity, only the STAI-S,

the

STAI-T and

the perceived rating of anxiety were used. Although trends were present,

anxiety reduction

was not maintained

as

measured by the STAI-S and the STAI-T

for

subjects involved in aerobic exercise, cognitive group therapy, or a combination of the

treatments.

However, subjects

in all three

experimental groups reported that they

"perceived" their anxiety to be lower two months after the interventions, as compared to

no-treatment control subjects.

An

a priori contrast
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was

carried out, and there

was a

significant treatment effect across groups.

When compared

to the no-treatment control

group, significant treatment effects were shown for subjects participating

group therapy

t(

1

)

=

-2.07, p

<

.05, aerobic exercise

t(

1

)

=

-2.27, p

<

=

.05,

in

cognitive

and the

<

combination of cognitive group therapy and aerobic exercise

t(l

objectively measured anxiety returned to pre-treatment levels

two months following

)

-1 .70,

p

.05.

While
the

study's conclusion, subjects perceived that their anxiety remained lowered, regardless of

the treatment

method

(see Table 3.7).
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Tabic

3.1

Group

Subject Dropout Rates

%

Activity

Dropouts

1

Cognitive Group Therapy

2/20

10%

2

Aerobic Exercise

4/20

20%

3

Therapy + Exercise

1/20

5%

4

Control

3/20

15%

10/80

12.5%

Total Across Groups
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Table 3.2 Omnibus

MANOVA's for

Prc-trcatmcnt to Post-treatment Hypotheses (#1

#3)

-

STAI-S

MS

Variation Source

SS

DF

Within + Residual

5044.33

6676.4

Group by Time

787.31

F

P

262.44

3.43*

.011

MS

F

P

3

3

STAI-T
Variation Source

SS

DF

Within + Residual

1746.15

66

26.86

304.15

3

101.38

3.77**

.008

MS

F

P

2.13

.053

Group by Time

SCL-90-R Anxiety Subscale
Variation Source

SS

DF

Within + Residual

10.73

66

.16

1.04

3

.35

Group by Time

Pornpived Anxietv

-

Variation Source

SS

DF

MS

Within + Residual

68.53

66

1.04

Group by Time

13.10

3

4.37

49

F

P

4.21**

.005

Table 3.3 Omnibus

MANOVA's for

Prc-trcatmcnt to Follow-up

STA1-S
Variation Source

Within + Residual

Group by Time

SS

DF

MS

8144.76

108

75.41

839.05

6

139.84

F

P

1.85

.095

F

P

STAI-T
Variation Source

Within + Residual

Group by Time

SS

DF

MS

3221.92

104

30.98

283.33

6

47.22

1.52

.177

F

P

2.70*

.018

Perceived Anxiety
Variation Source

Within + Residual

Group by Time

SS

MS

DF

121.34

110

1.10

17.85

6

2.98
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Table 3.4

A

Priori

Orthogonal Contrasts

-

Hypothesis #1

STAI-S
Experimental Group

Rcgr. Coefficient

SE

t

P

1

-9.12

2.96

-3.08**

.002

2

-5.47

3.05

-1.79*

.038

3

-6.90

2.92

-2.36*

.011

Regr. Coefficient

SE

t

P

1

-5.32

1.75

-3.04**

.002

2

-5.05

1.83

-2.75**

.004

3

-3.24

1.73

-1.87*

.033

SE

t

P

STA1-T
Experimental Group

SCL-90-R Anxietv Subscale
Experimental Group

Regr. Coefficient

1

-.26

.14

-1.92*

.029

2

-.29

.14

-2.04*

.023

3

-.30

.13

-2.22*

.015

Regr. Coefficient

SE

t

P

-1.10

.34

-3.20**

.001

2

-.44

.35

-1.24

.110

-.93

.34

-2.75**

3

.004

Perceived Anxietv

Experimental Group

1
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Table 3.5

A

Priori

Orthogonal Contrasts

-

Hypothesis #2

(-1,

1,

0, 0)

Anxiety Measure

Rcgr. Coefficient

SE

STAI-S

3.65

3.00

1.21

.114

STA1-T

.27

1.81

.15

.440

SCL-90-R Anxiety

-.02

.14

-.18

.430

Perceived Anxiety

.66

.35

1.89*

.031

Table 3.6

A

Priori

Anxiety Measure

Orthogonal Contrasts
Regr. Coefficient

-

Hypothesis #3

SE

t

P

(-1

,

-1

2, 0)

,

t

P

STAI-S

.80

5.01

.16

.437

STA1-T

3.90

2.99

1.30

.098

SCL-90-R Anxiety

-.05

.23

-.21

.418

Perceived Anxiety

-.33

.58

-.56

.288
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r

Table 3.7

A

Priori

Orthogonal Contrasts

-

Follow-Up

Perceived Anxiety

Experimental Group

Regr. Coefficient

SE

t

1

-.85

.41

-2.07*

.022

2

-.97

.43

-2.27*

.014

3

-.69

.40

-1.70*

.047
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CHAPTER

4

DISCUSSION
Introduction

The purpose of this study was

to empirically investigate the effect of two different

treatments on the reduction of anxiety. Although the interventions of cognitive group

therapy and aerobic exercise have been consistantly reported

in

reducing mild to moderate stress and anxiety,

comparing and contrasting these

Four questions were posed

that

little

in

the literature to be effective

research had been done in the area of

particular interventions in a short-term treatment program.

informed the experiment: (1)

Is

the effect of treatment in

the form cognitive group therapy, or aerobic exercise, or the combination of the

reducing anxiety significantly greater than the passage of time? (2)

Is

two on

aerobic exercise as

effective in reducing mild to moderate anxiety as cognitive group therapy? (3) Is the

combination of cognitive group therapy and exercise more effective
than only one treatment? (4)

Can

in

reducing anxiety

the anxiety-reducing effects of such interventions be

maintained over time?

The

first

hypothesis stated that the treatment effect of each experimental

of the two
intervention (cognitive group therapy, aerobic exercise, or the combination

treatments)

the state

would be

and

trait

The

three objective measures,

subscales of the STAI, and the anxiety subscale of the SCL-90-R,

indicated that there

interventions

greater than the effect of no treatment.

was

a significant treatment effect for

when compared

to

no treatment.
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all

three experimental

The finding
given time

due

is

for state anxiety

work or school

relationship conflicts,

and anxiety,

new

examine why

more

et al.,

The

"Today was just a very

stressful day,

I

was

stressed so

I

could change

how to

and talking about

it;"

and

"I've

researchers have reported significant findings

aerobic exercise

is

involved. Statements such as

my

it

my

stress

and

made me

been going through a very

positive impact of aerobic exercise on reducing anxiety

why

lower feelings of

to

deal with being anxious has been a big help."

this effect

(e.g.,

was

also expected, as a

Boutcher

& Landers,

can be expected,

it is

not

beneficial in reducing state anxiety. Subjects did point to

some of the more common psychological and
"1 feel

biological

better about

mechanisms

that

may have been

myself after exercising, which probably

anxiety" lend credence to the feelings of success and increased sell-efficacy

comprise the mastery hypothesis (Bandura, 1977). Statements

times a

for

This was illustrated by post-treatment comments by

1988; Norris et ah, 1990; Topp, 1989). Although

lessened

would serve

techniques has helped." Others commented, "Talking about

number of past

that

have

1985; Lazarus, 1993; Meichcnbaum, 1985).

effective coping techniques

difficult life situation, so learning

evident

(c.g., financial difficulties,

related pressures). Cognitive researchers

at least temporarily.

participants such as:

learning

people

at a

follows that an intervention that involves talking about problems with other

it

people, and learning

stress

that affect

of stress or anxiety

on the short-term benefits of applying cognitive therapy techniques

reducing anxiety and stress (Beck

Hence,

logical since a great deal

everyday circumstances

to

written extensively

seems

week helped

take

like

running three

my mind off the pressures of school" embody the distraction

able to use exercise as a cognitive
hypothesis, and point to possibilities that subjects were
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diversion and to temporarily distract themselves from their daily

life

stresses

and

accompanying negative emotions.
Other participants mentioned that they enjoyed engaging

group members and

friends; this participation

in

exercise with other

engendered feelings of support and

reinforcement for doing something assumed to be good for them. Fremont
(1987),

who

depression,

studied the effects of aerobic exercise and cognitive group therapy on

would agree with

findings, they conclude that

five

to

& Craighead

Based on

this notion.

most improvements

weeks of a treatment program involving

in

their results, as well as previous

mood

are seen within the

first

three to

exercise, implying that curative factors appear

be stemming from enhanced self-efficacy and social support. This form of

reinforcement through social interaction

may have been

an active ingredient

in the anxiety-

reducing effects of exercise since similar principles tend to play an important role

in other

forms of more traditional psychotherapy.
Understandably, no specific biological mechanisms could be identified by the

subjects.

was

However, several

participants

mentioned

that they felt that their stress reduction

the result of an increased level of fitness. Others could not pinpoint specific reasons

for their improvements,

changing," or

physiology

"1

and simply

stated that "something physiological

must be stimulating something

literature

that

is

lowering anxiety." Exercise

suggests that significant changes in resting heart rate require more

vigorous and/or frequent exercise than jogging three times per week for

(McArdle, Katch

must be

& Katch,

1991). Thus,

it

was not

six

weeks

surprising that pre-treatment and post-

showed no significant
treatment comparisons of the resting heart rate of exercisers
differences.

One

researcher,

who

effects of
has written extensively on the stress-reducing
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exercise also feels that psychological factors

changes. She

There

may

be more important than physiological

states:

is

no conclusive evidence suggesting

that in order for exercise to

be an

effective emotion-focused coping strategy, exercise must produce a
physical

conditioning effect

(i.e.,

increase aerobic capacity).

It

appears that the exercise

experience need only be physically relaxing, psychologically distracting, or

enhancing, and that

it

mood

reduce either the emotional or the physiological reaction

to a

stressor (Long, 1993, p. 348).

However,

likely that biological

it is still

were playing a

mechanisms

(c.g.,

role in concert with psychological factors.

amine, endorphin, thermogenic)

Such an integrated

psychobiological explanation explaining the relationship between exercise and
psychological functioning

in

general has yet to be tested (Plante, 1993) and was beyond the

scope of this study.
Positive anxiety-reducing effects across experimental groups were also found

measuring anxiety using the anxiety subscalc of the SCL-90-R. The scale
as mirroring

anxiety

DSM

(e.g., .57

subscale

is

is

when

often viewed

diagnoses, and correlates fairly highly with other clinical measures of

with the

MMPI

anxiety subscale). However, the

SCL-90-R

anxiety

solely comprised of symptoms associated with high levels of manifest or state

anxiety (Derogatis, 1994). Individual items include

nervousness, tension and

fear, as well as

symptoms such

those indicating

more

as feelings of

troubling forms ot anxiety,

such as spells of terror and panic attacks. While some of these definitions could be

due to the
construed as more latent or trait-based, reduced anxiety scores are probably
explicit instructions asking participants to indicate their level

of distress over the past seven

associated with current
days only. Again, subjects were indicating feelings of anxiety

circumstances and stressors.
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It is

more perplexing

to try to understand

why

experimental subjects reported

significant reductions in trait anxiety. In
developing the

colleagues (1970) argued that

trait

emotional reaction, which characterizes an anxiety
trait

is in

state.

anxiety are highly correlated (Spiclberger ct

al.,

contrast to a subjective

Although he also argues
1984),

most research has

find a relationship

between

1988; Pauly et

1982). Despite subjects’ reports of lowered anxiety

al.,

trait

his

anxiety can be defined as part of an individual’s

personality, a relatively stable anxiety proneness. This

and

STAI, Spiclbcrgcr and

that state

failed to

anxiety and either short-term therapy or exercise (Abadic,

in this study,

it is

unlikely that a six-week program of cognitive group therapy and/or aerobic exercise could

produce changes

in personality functioning.

subjects' inability to discern

the items

on the

trait

One more

plausible explanation involves the

measure items tapping present

vs.

Many of

general feelings.

subscale are similar to those on the state subscale, requiring the

subject to differentiate solely on the basis of wording changes in the instructions.

possible that

feelings

"I feel

be due

some

items on the

were answered

pleasant").

trait

subscale that could be interpreted as reflecting current

in the present,

Another

and not generally

am happy,"

(e.g., "I feel rested," "I

possibility for significant trait anxiety differences could simply

to the high correlation

between

state

and

trait

anxiety. Spielberger (1966)

recognized a strong relationship early on, with correlations ranging from .59 to

Therefore, the positive

reflection

and

trait

.75.

anxiety results for the three experimental groups could be a

of the overall ineffectiveness of the STAI

state anxiety

In

trait

It is

to adequately differentiate

between

anxiety.

examining the pre-treatment and post-treatment anxiety scores of the

subjectively perceived anxiety measure, subjects reported
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somewhat

different results.

Whereas anxiety was lowered

in participants

who engaged

in cither the

cognitive therapy

group or the combination of cognitive therapy and exercise,
there were no differences
anxiety between subjects involved with aerobic exercise
alone and those

treatment control group.

of whether anxiety and

It

appears that

stress

when

in the

in

no-

subjects were asked about their perceptions

were lowered during the study, only those who engaged

in

therapy reported this to be the case. Performing aerobic exercise alone does not
appear to
elicit

subjective differences in anxiety level, regardless of the contrary evidence provided

by the objective

tests.

For the sake of comparison, subjects across groups were asked

rate their perceived levels

Not

following.

physical fitness

King

et al.,

of fitness prior to the

surprisingly,

is

start

of the treatments, and immediately

and consistent with research suggesting

It is

possible that a similar

simply perceive changes

when

phenomenon occurred

in those

who were

not

rating perceived changes in anxiety. Individuals

in fitness as associated

may

only with exercise, and thus changes in

psychological functioning as unrelated to exercise. Subjects

may have

felt that

more

forms of psychotherapy were needed to provide the curative components for

anxiety problems, and that jogging alone

The second hypothesis

was

insufficient.

stated that aerobic exercise

would be equally

reducing anxiety as compared to cognitive group therapy. In

that

of

closely associated with psychological improvements (Abadie, 1988;

involved with aerobic exercise

were

that self-perception

1989), only exercising subjects reported perceived changes in their fitness level

after the study.

traditional

to

no

significant differences

would

this case, the

effective in

expected results

exist for state anxiety, trait anxiety, perceived
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anxiety, and anxiety as measured by the

post-treatment scores of subjects
therapy.

As measured by

who

SCL-90-R when comparing

pre-treatment and

participated in either exercise or cognitive group

the STAI-S, STAI-T, and the anxiety subscale
of the SCL-90-R,

subjects reported that jogging

was equally

effective

when compared

to cognitive

therapy in reducing stress and anxiety levels. These results
are not surprising

group

in light

of

both the positive findings shown for hypothesis #1, and previously
conducted research

comparing exercise and therapy

number of studies

for the treatment

in the literature

have sought

to

of anxiety or

stress.

Only a

compare exercise and

a

limited

more

traditional

therapeutic intervention for treating anxiety or stress (Long, 1983, 1984; Schwartz

Kaloupek, 1987; Setaro, 1985; Stem, Gorman,
reported that both state and

treatment controls.

The

trait

& Kaslow,

&

1983). These researchers

anxiety were significantly reduced

current investigation found similar results

when compared
when measuring

to

no-

anxiety

objectively.

In contrast to the objective measures, subjects reported differences in levels of

perceived anxiety reduction from pre-treatment to post-treatment. Unlike the objective
anxiety measures, significant differences were found between subjects involved in aerobic

exercise alone and those

who participated in

cognitive group therapy alone. This finding

is

contrary to the original hypothesis, but not unexpected in light of the fact that no
differences were found between the aerobic exercise group and the no-treatment controls.

As discussed

previously, these differences

may be due

alone cannot reduce anxiety, and that therapy

is

problem.
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to subjects' perceptions that exercise

better suited for treating this type of

How

can the apparent differences

in reports

of objectively-measured anxiety and

perceived anxiety be adequately explained? Whereas
three objective measures indicated
that mild to

moderate anxiety was reduced as a

perceptions differed.

was

seems

It

that these individuals

attenuated simply by jogging.

explanation, or perhaps

levels

felt that

between

state

and

trait characteristics

"I feel

Other perspectives

better about

job, etc)," and

"It

I

am positive

that

by reporting subjective anxiety as

in

that

it

It is

possible

muscle tension, nervousness). This

is

participated in only aerobic

my

of treatment

level

effect

back up regardless."

of exercise alone include

can be attributed to other factors

exercise, but changes in stressful situations

appeared to be seen as more

means.

terms of physiological symptoms,

have brought

may be somewhat reduced.

of year, time during the semester)."

Perhaps subjects were

myself for having done exercise, but recently there

that help explain the lack

stressed, but

that their anxiety

be an overly simplistic

talking, or other cognitive

(e.g., tightness,

have been extenuating circumstances

more

this to

by post-intervention comments from subjects who

exercise, such as

feel

were not convinced

situational factors.

and now" feelings were viewed

addressable by physical exercise

illustrated

participants' subjective

the anxiety-reducing effects were short lived, and stress

something only addressable by learning,
that the "here

of exercise,

They may have found

were more greatly influenced by other

differentiating

result

academics,

Perhaps some of that can be attributed to

may have more

to

do with

In general, perceived anxiety

difficult

(ex:

and

stress overall (time

stress levels

problems than exercise alone could address.
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"I

Combined Treatment
The

third hypothesis stated that the

vs. Individual

Treatment

combination of the two treatments, aerobic

exercise and cognitive group therapy, would
be

more

effective in reducing anxiety than

only one treatment. There were no significant
differences between the combination of
exercise and cognitive therapy and the two individual
interventions as measured by

all

of

the anxiety measures, the STAI-S, STAI-T, the anxiety
subscale of the SCL-90-R, and the

perceived measure of anxiety. Interestingly, subjects

in the

combined exercise and

cognitive therapy group perceived their anxiety levels to be lowered by
both treatments.

Comments

included,

"1

think

I

can handle things better with exercise and the techniques

from the group," and "The group was a nice place

my problems."

escape from

helped

me relieve

stress;"

to

However, other opinions

compared

a

These

relax,

(e.g., "1 feel

and "The group discussions showed

stress") clearly pointed to a specific factor thought to

intervention.

go and

and exercise helped
the running

me how to

is

me

what

control

my

be the curative component of the

results are consistent with other investigations in the literature that

combined treatment group with individual

treatments. For example,

Fremont

& Craighead (1987) studied the combination of aerobic activity and cognitive group
therapy in the treatment of depression. Although no control group was employed, these
researchers found overall improvements from baseline depression levels in

all

experimental

groups, but no differences between groups. They concluded that using both interventions

is

unnecessary, and that exercise could be used as a single treatment option given that

it

is

equally effective and less expensive than therapy.

The
treatments

lack of significant findings

may

when comparing

the

combined treatments

to single

simply be a reflection of the complicated methodology and related
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difficulties with

measure administration and accuracy, subject compliance, and
other

unavoidable factors. The absence of an additive effect when combining
treatments

is

also

possibly due to subjects showing near maximal improvement
by simply being exposed to

one

effective treatment. Since subjects in the present study

low

levels

of anxiety before the

start

addition of another equally effective treatment

treatment subject scores with

relatively

of the intervention, they might have gained as much

benefit as could reasonably be expected by participating

further reduce anxiety. This notion

were experiencing

is

one treatment. The

may have been meaningless

supported

STAI normative

in just

when comparing

in

attempting to

pre -treatment and post-

scores. Spiclbcrgcr (1970) reported college

student norms ranging from 36.47 to 38.76 for the STAI-S and from 38.30 to 40.40 for the

STAI-T. While pre-treatment means were
in the

significantly higher than these ranges

present study, scores for subjects engaged in only one treatment

normal ranges

fell

to within these

after the interventions. This strongly suggests that further psychological

enhancement was unlikely when individuals had already reduced anxiety
expected

of scores

levels. In cases in

to normal,

which proven interventions are being properly

utilized,

more

treatment docs not necessarily appear to be better.

The

interventions of aerobic exercise and cognitive group therapy

effective for those presenting with mild to moderate

seem

to

be most

symptoms. Perhaps a combined

treatment of exercise and therapy would be significantly more effective than a single

treatment in reducing anxiety

if

been conducted using subjects

used with a different population. Very

who meet

little

research has

DSM criteria tor an anxiety disorder (Plante,

1993), and investigations that have studied

more disturbed populations have

provide evidence of symptomatic relief (Hannaford, Harrell,
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& Cox,

failed to

1988; Martinsen,

& Solbcrg,

Hoffart,

However, other researchers have found additive

1989).

exercise and therapy with different types of anxiety,
and
students. Schwartz

in

effects

of

populations other than college

& Kaloupck (1987) found that subjects who participated in both

aerobic exercise (stationary bicycle) and cognitive therapy
(imaginal exposure) reported a
greater reduction in public speaking anxiety than those involved

in

cognitive therapy alone.

Setaro (1985) found that combining group counseling with either aerobic
or anaerobic
exercise

was more

effective than group counseling alone in the treatment of depression.

appears that while more treatment
there are circumstances in

may

not always translate into

which exercise can

more

It

effective treatment,

facilitate the therapeutic process,

and lead

to

greater reductions in psychological discomfort.

Longer-term Effects

The

final

hypothesis stated that significant treatment effects would be maintained

over time. Data were collected on the STAI-S, STAI-T, and the perceived measure of
anxiety; the

rate.

SCL-90-R was omitted

for the sake

of brevity and

to

maximize

return response

Contrary to expectations, subjects indicated on the STAI-S and STAI-T that the

anxiety-reducing effects of the treatments were not maintained two months after the

completion of the study. Trends were present

remained lowered or did not return

However, when compared

to

to controls

in that subjects' levels

where they had been

who

of anxiety either

prior to the treatment.

also completed follow-up measures, the results

did not meet criteria for significance. Although these results

seem unexpected and

contrast to other investigations reporting a maintenance of effects over time
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(e.g.,

are in

Fremont

& Craighead,

1987; Long, 1983; Stem, Gorman,

& Kaslow,

1983), there arc several

explanations.

As

part of the follow-up questionnaire,

to assess participants degree

scales

were used

all" to "all

intervention.

The

scales

an effort

that they

were presented as

the time" (see appendix M). Subjects in the

experimental groups stated that on average, they were "somewhat" engaged
exercise during the

in

of continuation with the anxiety-reducing treatments

had learned and practiced during the six-week
choices ranging from "not at

two Likert-type

two months following

the experiment.

The

in

aerobic

subjects also continued to

practice stress reduction and anxiety reducing techniques only "somewhat" on average.

These statements indicate

that subjects

may

not have enjoyed a continuation of anxiety

reduction as compared to controls because they had curtailed further engagement

had produced the positive

activities that

effects.

techniques extensively.

the following

in

the

Almost without exception, those

participating in exercise during the six-week study

and those participating

in

were engaging

in exercise extensively

therapy were engaged in practicing stress management

However

two months. By

in

each case, these

activities

subjects’ reports, the curative

were

greatly reduced over

components of the

interventions were exercise and the stress reduction benefits gained from the therapy

groups, so a likely result of decreasing these activities over time would be a reduced ability

to

cope with

stressors.

Other researchers have conducted similar investigations using follow-up measures
to determine treatment maintenance.

For example, Stem, Gorman,

& Kaslow (1983)

showed
reported that subjects receiving treatments of exercise or group therapy
improvements

in anxiety after

involved
a twelve-week intervention as compared to those
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in

a control group. They conducted
that while anxiety reductions

3-, 6-,

and

1

2-month follow-up evaluations and found

had been maintained

in

experimental subjects after three

months, significant reductions did not continue when assessed

at

6 and

1

2 months

following the treatment. The investigators noted that the physiological improvements that

had been observed

in exercisers after the

1

2-weck study were

still

evident at the

first

follow-up, and that anxiety probably remained lower after three months due to the

maintenance of improved cardiovascular

fitness.

However, similar

to the present study,

they reported that a minority of subjects had continued with exercise and weekly

counseling sessions

(30%

to

50%)

nine months after the investigation.

It

seems

clear that

the maintenance effects of these interventions are strongly linked to continued use of some

form of counseling,

stress

management, or regular

exercise. This underlines the

importance of present circumstances and current psychological

level

of anxiety.

It

state

when determining

appears that sustained maintenance of lowered anxiety by exercise and

cognitive therapeutic techniques requires a commitment to exercise or cognitive stress

management techniques.
Other studies that have reported a maintenance of psychological symptom
reduction due to exercise and cognitive therapy reveal a somewhat different picture upon

and stress
closer examination. In studying the effects of combined aerobic conditioning
inoculation training on chronic stress,

exercise and cognitive therapy

treatment

when compared

Long

showed

to controls,

(1983, 1984) reported that groups involved in

significant anxiety reductions after a

and

that these results

were maintained

1

0-week

after three

pre-treatment and post-treatment
months. Although the control group subjects completed

measures, they did not participate

in the

in the
follow-up. Therefore, anxiety maintenance
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expcnmcntal groups was based on a simple comparison
of post-treatment and follow-up
group means for experimental subjects, with no
consideration taken
involved

in the treatments.

for a similar

Fremont and Craighead (1987) also reported

group not

significant

findings between pre-treatment and post-treatment
depression measures for subjects

involved

in

aerobic exercise and cognitive therapy, with a maintenance
of effects after four

months. However, these researchers failed to employ a control group

based follow-up

results

in the study,

and also

on comparing experimental subject scores taken immediately

after

the intervention to scores reported at a four-month follow-up. These quasi-cxpcrimental

designs

show

a continuation of psychological improvements relative to pre-treatment and

post-treatment experimental scores, but not in comparison to a control group.

The

study indicates a similar continuation of positive effects two months following

completion. But because control subjects also reported a slight drop

measured by the STAI subscales,

this continuation

of effects was not

current

its

in anxiety as

significant.

Contrary to results obtained with the STAI-S and STAI-T, subjects

in

each

experimental group reported that perceived anxiety reductions had been maintained two

months following the completion of the

study. Although the trends look similar to those

found using the STAI subscales, subjects

in the control

group showed an increase

in

anxiety after the two-month follow-up, allowing a significant finding with the perceived

measure. However,

it

does not appear that any

subjective rating and the objective

STAI

anxiety two months after the study.

It is

real differences exist

between

this

scales in the experimental subjects' ratings of

possible that the control group subjects had no

these
rationale for expecting that they should perceive themselves as less anxious. Since

individuals received the

same follow-up

questionnaires, they were knowledgeable about
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the expenmental participants' prior activities.
Consisting largely of cxpcrimcntally-mindcd

psychology majors, the control group members may have
simply perceived
the ones

who were

that they

were

not supposed to be improving.

Another difference worth noting involves a comparison between
the post-treatment

and follow-up

results

who only

the study, subjects

level.

found tor subjects involved

in

exercise alone. Immediately following

exercised did not perceive any reductions

Yet two months following the completion

continued to drop

in

controls. Granted, exercisers rated their continuation

who

who combined

anxiety

ot the investigation, perceived anxiety

these subjects, and met criteria for significance

significantly) than those

in their

when compared

to

of aerobic exercise as higher (but not

exercise and cognitive therapy.

It

seems

that those

participated in only aerobic exercise continued with this anxiety-reducing strategy

enough
subjects

to

"make a

may have

not enough to

individuals

difference" after the study. In hypothesis #1

felt that,

elicit

,

it

was theorized

that

unlike involvement with cognitive therapy, exercise alone

was

anxiety reduction over a six-week period. Perhaps these same

felt that jogging

could bring about lower levels of stress and anxiety

over a twelve-week span. This difference between a

measured with objective

subject's perceptions

and

if practiced

results

scales raises the question of how an individual's level of stress and

anxiety should be viewed. Should greater importance be placed on

how

an individual feels

versus what anxiety scales indicate? Are psychomctrically-obtained results more valid

than a person's subjective feeling of what he or she
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is

experiencing?

CHAPTER

5

CONCLUSIONS

This study was an empirical investigation of the individual and combined effects of
aerobic exercise and cognitive group therapy on the anxiety and stress of college students.

The

first

conclusion that can be drawn

is

that

involvement

in a

combination of aerobic

exercise and cognitive group therapy, or participating in only one of these treatments

more
this

effective in lowering levels of anxiety than participating in no treatment.

holds true

do not seem

when measured

to perceive

objectively, subjects

changes

in anxiety after a

who engage

in

is

Whereas

aerobic exercise alone

six-week program.

There are no significant differences between cognitive group therapy and exercise
in

reducing objectively measured anxiety. This finding

and suggests

that exercise can

treating mild to

is

well supported in the literature,

be used as a viable alternative to cognitive group therapy

moderate anxiety. Significant differences do seem

to exists

in

between the

two treatments when measuring perceptions of anxiety.

Combining aerobic exercise with cognitive group therapy does not appear to
enhance the anxiety-reducing
there were

Although

effects

no differences seen

in

any of the four measures used

this finding is contrary to

similar results in their attempts to

of exercise alone or cognitive group therapy alone;
to assess anxiety.

what was expected, other researchers have reported

show an

additive treatment effect (e.g., Fremont

&

Criaghead, 1987).
Lastly, although there

is

some evidence

that the anxiety-reducing effects of aerobic

over time, the persistence of positive
exercise and cognitive group therapy are maintained
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benefits requires a continuation of these activities.

Whereas trends were present and

anxiety levels for the experimental groups remained
lower than pre-treatment levels, only
ratings

of perceived anxiety were significantly different than those of
control group

subjects.

Subjects supported a

their statements

of why they

number of psychological and
felt that

aerobic exercise

anxiety. Although these reasons arc theoretical and

assume

that the effects

more

many forms of aerobic

doing

and can provide
in

all

comparable

One

more

to

important

to be

more

cost effective, less

of these additional benefits, would mental health professionals

not advocating for them? Granted, there are

interest in undertaking an exercise

so.

exercise are

can

talking therapies alone. If interventions exist that are equally

inherent in the use of therapeutic exercise, and

have no

methods.

we

and

time-consuming, and bring about a plethora of positive physical benefits

which cannot be gained by

be negligent

traditional psychotherapeutic

realistically

health professionals or even used as a substitute for

traditional therapy. Arguably,

effective

require further study,

whether interventions such as exercise can begin

is

recommended by mental

intrusive, less

still

effective in reducing stress

of exercise on anxiety are genuine, and

the benefits enjoyed by the

implication to consider

was

physiological mechanisms in

Yet given the increase

many

contraindications

potential therapy clients

program, nor

in positive attitudes

some

may

may

either

they be physically capable of

about exercise, and the growing body

of favorable comparative evidence, exercise should be considered as viable a treatment
option as cognitive group therapy in treating mild to moderate stress and anxiety.
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Limitations of the Study

The following
1

.

The

potential limitations

must be noted:

subjects in the study consisted of college students at the
University of

Massachusetts

at

Amherst who were enrolled

generalizability of the results

is

an Abnormal Psychology course. Hence,

limited. Since subjects

course, a certain degree of reporting bias

obligation, or that they

in

had reason

may have

were

fulfilling a

existed; participants

to "please the experimenter"

anxiety. Also, since subjects

had a choice of choosing

course options, selection bias

may have been

this

a factor; that

requirement for the

may have

2.

likely to sign

It

semester

at

in

experiment as one of their

is,

subjects already involved in

may have been

up for the study.

was not possible

anxiety measures.

an

by showing reductions

aerobic exercise, or those with a particular interest in stress management

more

felt

to control the

The study

results

environment

in

which the subjects completed

may be somewhat confounded by

the time of the

which subjects completed the STAI, SCL-90-R, and the perceived measure of

anxiety. Pre-treatment measures were completed at the begining of the semester, post-

treatment measures at the time of mid-term exams and immediately preceding Spring

Break, and follow-up measures

have been affected by

3.

There

at the

end of the semester. Anxiety measurements may

stress levels associated with various points in the semester.

may have been

differences between the control group subjects and the

experimental group subjects before the
differences were not found

start

of the experiment. Although significant

when comparing

means on pre-treatment STAI-S

control group

means

to experimental

group

scores, subjects in the control group reported lower
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anxiety scores in general than those in the experimental
groups at the beginning of the
study.

4.

The six-week treatment period may have been

too short to

elicit all

of the expected

psychological changes. Also, classes were cancelled due to a snow day
during the fourth

week of the experiment, which
the treatments.

further shortened the group therapy subjects' exposure to

Two subjects commented that they

felt that

been greater had the experimental period been longer.

anxiety reduction would have

In general, the

study was limited by

semester schedules.

5.

Subject compliance

may have been

two exercise sessions per week and

at the

a factor

in the study.

Attendance was taken for

group therapy sesssions. Where attendance

could be taken, an overall compliance rate of 91% was recorded. However, subjects were
required to engage in exercise three times per week, but only two sessions were monitored.

Confirmation that jogging took place a third time was placed on subject
Furthermore, despite the fact that subjects

in the control

reports.

group reported no involvement

in

therapy or aerobic exercise during the six-week study period, there was no method of

monitoring

this.

It is

possible that control group subjects were engaging in

some

exercise,

given that their anxiety scores were lowered, albeit insignificantly, between pre-treatment

and post-treatment.

6.

There was a disproportionate gender

subjects,

ratio in the study.

54 were female, and only 16 were male. However,

Of the 70

this

sample

total

is

experimental

representative

of the Abnormal Psychology class as well as the University of Massachusetts
undergraduate psychology population. Although existing

literature regarding the treatment

gender differences,
of anxiety with cognitive group therapy and exercise has not reported
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it

is

feasible that the results disproportionately reflect
treatment effects of female subjects

versus male subjects.

There

7.

all

may have been

an insufficient number of subjects

possible treatment effects. This

STAI-T

results.

was

.21

and

all

follow-up measures, yet

it is

STAI-S and

likely that

power

.38) to reject the null hypothesis with these measures.

Although there was an overall 84.3% return

rate for the

average of 14 or 15 subjects per group were used

Clinically, brief cognitive treatments

problems for many years, and

the study to demonstrate

particularly true for the follow-up

Trends were present for

was too low (between

in

in calculations.

have been

their benefits are well

Lazarus, 1993; Meichenbaum, 1985).

An

of the

utilized for a

wide array of

documented (Beck

increasing

that long-term, expensive treatments are relics

follow-up questionnaires, only an

et al.,

number of professionals
past,

and

1985;

are finding

that a greater reliance

must

be placed on interventions that are financially feasible as well as helpful. One such
treatment option

alleviation

is

regular aerobic exercise, which can be extremely useful in the

of some psychological symptoms. Clinicians can consider exercise

recommendations and programs as a welcome addition
behavioral techniques for the treatment of anxiety and

There are many research avenues yet

to their repertoire

of short-term

stress.

to explore in this area. This study

was one of

aerobic
very few that sought to contrast and compare effects on psychological symptoms of

exercise and a

that

more mainstream cognitive treatment program. More

examines the

effects

research

is

needed

of combining exercise with other therapeutic interventions.
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Studies taking place over a longer time period would be particularly useful in order to
assess the impact of physiological changes on anxiety reduction. Such an assessment

would be

particularly useful in understanding the frequency and duration of exercise

necessary to

elicit significant

reductions in reported levels of stress. Also, since the effects

of short-term treatments such as cognitive therapy and exercise on
inconclusive, further inquiry with

more

sensitive trait
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measures

is

trait

anxiety arc

warranted.

APPENDIX A

HUMAN SUBJECTS PROPOSAL, DESCRIPTION, AND APPROVAL

January 18, 1994

Human

Subjects Committee

Dr. Ernest Dzcndolet, Chair

Department of Psychology

Tobin Hall
University of Massachusetts

Amherst,

MA

01003

Dear Dr. Dzcndolet:
Attached please find a description and related proposal materials for
project, entitled Cognitiv e
Stress.

I

believe that

Committee. Please

all

my

dissertation

Group Therapy and Exercise in the Treatment ofAnxiety and

required materials are in order for review by the

feel free to contact

me

if

any further information

Thank you,

Derek J. McEntee
601 Tobin Hall
545-4382
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is

Human

required.

Subjects

February

To

the

1994

3,

Human

Thank you

Subjects Committee:

for

your review report of my study.

hope

1

that the following adequately

responds to the expressed concerns regarding risk assessment. Please
also refer to the
attached updated informed consent form, which has been reviewed
by my dissertation
committee.
All participants will be given the

two page informed consent form, along with
recommendations put forth by the American College of Sports Medicine regarding quality
and quantity of exercise for health enhancement. Participants will also receive detailed
information on health appraisal, risk assessment, and safety of exercise as outlined in the
American College of Sports Medicine's Guidelines for Fxnrrkr Te sting and Pres cription

which gives a comprehensive overview of all

risks that could

,

be incurred during an

exercise program.

Exclusionary
that subjects

criteria is outlined in the

must be

criteria, either as

restriction

physical health, and be free from cardiovascular disease.

informed consent form, the subjects are certifying

In signing the

participants

in sufficient

informed consent form, and includes the
that they

meet these

determined by a physician, or by themselves. Although having

engage

in a

ensure absolute safety

all

maximal or sub-maximal exercise stress test on a treadmill would
option was deemed to be unfeasible. In

in participating, this

researching the most conscientious procedure,

I

contacted both the office of Jim Patulak

(School of Physical Education, scheduling) and Russell Kidd (Department of General
Physical Education) to ascertain the screening procedures used by the University for

undergraduates enrolling

in running,

walking, or jogging classes.

I

was informed

that the

University has no requirements or procedures for medical screening, nor do they require an

understanding or signing of an informed consent form for any physical education classes.
Therefore,

in

comparison,

precautions and

it

was agreed upon by

the dissertation committee that the

instructions included in this study

were ample.

should also mention that, in accordance with the aforementioned Guidel ines for Exerc i se
Testing and Pr escription I will have a trained instructor as an assistant during exercise
administration. This individual is a member of the exercise science department, and is
I

,

CPR. Before the participants begin the exercise program,
be given in proper warm-up and stretching procedures to prevent injury.

licensed in First Aid and
instruction will

Instruction will also include teaching the subjects to monitor their resting and exercising
Subjects
heart-rates to insure that they are training in the safe and optimal aerobic zone.
will

be taught

how

to recognize signs that indicate if they are training

above the optimal

will prohibit dizziness or other

using heart-rate monitoring, or the "talk test," which
of the subjects,
discomforts. My assistant will be present to closely monitor the progress
level,
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assist

with questions, and ensure that subjects are engaging

However,

effectively.

in the unlikely

medical treatment under the mandatory student health

hope

I

have

I

contact

me

if

satisfactorily

in

the

program safely and

event of injury, participants arc of course covered for

addressed the questions

in

fees.

the review report. Please feel free to

you have any other concerns. Thank you very much.

Sincerely,

Derek

J.

McEntee

The study

will not

need

to

be posted externally for subject recruitment. All subjects

for the

study will be recruited from the undergraduate course, Abnormal P sychology taught in the
Spring of 1994 by Richard P. Halgin (also the dissertation committee chair). Students will

have the option of either participating

B

credit (see part

proposal form

is

for full description

in the study,

- all

or choosing another option for course

information requested in the

human

subjects

included here).

Instructions to Subjects

Included
will

is

a

copy of the

full

method

section of my dissertation proposal. Instructions that

be given to subjects appear on the informed consent form

-

other instructions,

when

necessary, will be given verbally. Please refer to the Subjects and Procedure sections of
the

method

for

complete information. Attached are copies of the two questionnaire

measures being used

in the study.

S ubject Fe edback and Debriefing
Since the study

conducted

is

orally.

part of a psychology course option, feedback and debriefing will be

Subjects will not be deceived in any

way

during the study, and will

questions answered at any time. Goals and expected outcome of the interventions
are obvious, and will be stated both verbally, and in the informed consent form. The
informed consent form also includes the offer to provide all subjects with study results if

have

all

requested.

Protection of Subject Rights

Information regarding protection of subject rights

consent form.
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is

entirely included in the informed

APPENDIX B

SYLLABUS STUDY DESCRIPTION
Option 5. Stress Management Proje ct This project
provides students with an interesting
opportunity to be involved in a clinical-like exploration
of techniques for the management
of everyday stress, tension, and anxiety. This
project is being conducted by Derek
McEntee, a doctoral candidate in clinical psychology who is
studying the
differential

benefits of aerobic exercise and stress

management counseling on

these

common

experiences. Participation involves serving as a subject in
a six-week project. Students
will be randomly assigned to one of three groups:
( 1 ) a counseling group, (2) an exercise
group, or (3) a combined exercise and counseling group. Subjects
will be asked to

complete a brief self-report packet before, during, and

0

after the study.

Counseling Gro up. Those assigned to the counseling group will meet once
per week for 75 minutes in small groups to discuss and learn about stress
)

management

techniques. These groups will be scheduled on Thursdays at either 4 00

5:30, or 7:00

PM.

(2) Exercise

Group. Those

in the exercise

(jogging) for 20 minutes, three times per

between

group

will

engage

week (Tuesdays

in

an aerobic activity

& Thursdays, any time

and 3:30, plus one other time per week). There will be a facility
reserved for the activity, and trained instructors will be available on Tuesday and
Thursday afternoons for assistance.
(3)

1

:30

Comb in e d Exercise &

group

Counseling Group. The combined exercise and counseling

will participate in both activities.

Participation in this project involves a

commitment;

failure to fulfill the assigned

responsibilities will result in a grading penalty of 10 points per week. Participation in

completion of this study

is

entirely optional; those

who wish

and

to discontinue the study at

any

may do so, but this must be submitted in writing to Mr. McEntee.
Those who withdrawal from this project must complete the 10-page paper for their elective
option. There will be no penalty for such a decision. Of course, all requirements for the
paper option must be fulfilled, if such a change is made. Since this option may be seen as

time for any reason

an intervention study involving counseling,
subject

of the

names and

participants'

strict

confidence will be adhered to

identifying information will be kept by the project director.

involvement

in this project will

not be

known by

option grades will be submitted at the end of the semester.
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at all times;

The nature

the course instructor;

APPENDIX C
PROJECT PREFERENCE FORM

NAME:
(last)

(first)

PHONE:

9 Digit ID:

Rank order your preferences

Any

student

who

for a course project (1

=

first

choice, 2

= second

choice,

chooses the Brief Research Paper or Experimental Participation

etc.).

will

definitely be assigned that option.

Brief Research Paper (10 pages, due April 14th)

Experiment Participation Paper (10 pages, due April 14th)
Class Presentation (Proposed Topic:

Stress

Management

weeks

prior to Spring Break)

)

Project (Tuesday and Thursday afternoons or evening for six

Discussion Group (weekly participation for 12 weeks, including one presentation;

groups meet for one hour per week on

Monday

you are ranking Discussion Group as your
your preference for the night:

Monday evening
Tuesday evening

Wednesday evening
Thursday evening
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first

through Thursday evenings).

If

or second choice, please rank below

APPENDIX D
SUBJECT DEMOGRAPHICS

Gender

Mean Ages

Distrib ution

Males
Females

22.9%
77.1%

Males

21.6 years

54

Females

19.8 years

Total

70

100.0%

Overall

20.2 years

16

Class Distribution

Freshmen
Sophomores

45

Juniors

21

Seniors

2

2.9%
64.2%
30.0%
2.9%

70

100.0%

Total

2

Resting Heart Rates

mean
Post-treatment mean

Pre-treatment

-

bpm
70.4 bpm

69.5

S ubject Interest, Selection and Attrition
Potential subjects interested in the study

158

Subjects completing pre-treatment measures
Subjects meeting fitness/therapy requirements
Subjects randomly selected from this pool to

132

102

80

form experimental groups (+20 controls)

70

Total subjects completing study
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APPENDIX E

INFORMED CONSENT FORM
Purpose, and Procedures of the Study
The purpose of this project is to study the effects of group stress
management
training and/or aerobic exercise on stress and anxiety.
Those

interested in participating will

have

out a brief packet of questionnaires assessing appropriateness
for inclusion in
the study. Individuals who are not chosen for the study
will be able to enroll in one of the
other two course options previously rank ordered. Those
selected will be randomly
assigned to one of three experimental groups, numbered as follows:
group stress
( 1
filled

)

management
management

training only, (2) aerobic exercise (running/jogging) only, or
(3) group stress
training combined with aerobic exercise. Participants will be equally
divided
among the three groups, and matched on the variables of age, gender, and fitness level. All
treatments will be implemented for six weeks, and will run from Tuesday, February
8,

1994 through Thursday, March
from approximately 1 1/2 hours

17, 1994.

The

to 3 hours,

total

time commitment per week will range

depending on the assigned group.

Subjects participating in stress

management training (groups #1 and #3) will meet
once per week, with a graduate student therapist in the Clinical Psychology
doctoral program at the University of Massachusetts at Amherst. There will be a total of
three groups, which will meet from 4:00 - 5:15, 5:30 - 6:45, and 7:00 - 8:15 PM. Sessions
will be conducted on Thursdays in a large meeting room in the department's training clinic,
for 7 5 minutes,

the Psychological Services Center.
faculty

member who

has training

The study

in the

will

be overseen by a licensed departmental

area of treating stress and anxiety.

Subjects participating in aerobic exercise (groups #2 and #3) will be required to
participate in running or jogging three times per

Based on the

week

20 minutes per session.
enhancement of health and

for at least

existing evidence concerning exercise for the

cardiorespiratory fitness, recommendations of the American College of Sports Medicine's

Subjects will use the indoor running track at Curry Hicks gymnasium on campus on
Tuesdays and Thursdays any time between 1 :30 PM and 4:00 PM. During these times, a
trained, CPR certified instructor will be present for supervision and assistance. The third
weekly aerobic workout will be carried out individually by the students at any time

between Friday and the following Monday. This activity may involve, but is not
necessarily limited to, use of the Curry Hicks track for running or jogging. Subjects will
only be required to partake in supervised aerobic activity on Tuesdays and Thursdays.
Furthermore, individuals will be required to maintain a training log during the six week
period to keep track of their progress.
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Criteriafor Participation

must meet the following criteria to be included in the
study. Subjects
must: (a) not currently be taking anti-anxiety
medication, or any other medications that
might interfere with engaging in aerobic exercise, (b)
be free of suicidal ideation, (c) not
currently be involved in psychotherapy, and (d)
have no known cardiovascular disease and
be in sufficient physical health to safely engage in aerobic
exercise. Subjects should also
currently be experiencing mild to moderate stress or
anxiety. Anyone with questions
regarding their health or overall ability to participate in aerobic
exercise should consult a
physician before beginning the exercise program.
Participants

and

All identifying test results obtained in the study will be kept
strictly confidential,
will only be available to the project director and his associate.
Grades for the course

option will be kept in ID form only and will not be made known to the course
instructor
until the end of the semester. Because the study involves group
counseling, names and
other identifying information of participants will be kept by the project director.
Confidentiality within the stress management groups will rest with the group leader and the
members; failure to respect confidentiality will result in removal from the study.

For those individuals participating in one of the aerobic exercise groups, certain
discomforts and risks are possible. These could include: muscle soreness, shortness of
breath, dizziness,
risk

and

in

extremely rare cases, heart attack or death.

of heart attack or sudden death

is

found only

disease or advanced coronary artery disease (CAD).

cause of heart attack or death

It

should be noted that

persons with underlying cardiovascular

in

It is

important to remember that the

in these rare cases is cardiovascular disease, not exercise.

Vigorous exercise in persons without underlying cardiovascular disease will not result in
sudden death. (For more detailed information, please feel free to request a copy of a section
Prescription regarding health appraisal, risk assessment, and safety of exercise).

every effort will be

made

to

minimize these

risks

Of course,

by preliminary screening and by

careful

observation during the treatment.

For those individuals participating

in

one of the

stress

management groups,

certain

discomforts are also possible. These could include: (a) no reduction in stress or anxiety

counseling

is

if

not effective, or (b) possible breech of confidentiality by a group member.

Again, every effort will be

made

to

minimize these

risks.

Freedom of Consent
Participation in this study

with any and

all

is

completely voluntary. Subjects are free to discontinue

week period. Withdraw from the
to the Abnormal Psychology course.

treatments at any time during the six

study will incur no penalties of any kind pertaining

Those who wish to withdraw will complete the paper for their course option. All
participants have the right to know the results of the study at its conclusion if they so
desire.
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Inquiries

welcome

Participants arc

to seek clarification, or ask questions regarding the

purpose or procedures of the study at any time. Please direct all inquiries
Derek J. McEntee / 601 Tobin Hall / UMass, Amherst / 545-4382.

I

have read the informed consent form and

as the possible risks or discomforts that
participation,

and

that

I

am

at least

1

I

may

understand the procedures of the study, as well
occur.

1

also certify that

Print

Signature

1

meet

all criteria

for

8 years of age.

hereby agree to participate

I,

to:

Date

in the

above study:

.

APPENDIX

F

PROTOCOL FOR COGNITIVE GROUP THERAPY
Three groups

weeks (2/10/94

-

meet on a weekly basis for 75 minutes each for a total
of six
Groups will meet on the same day (Thursdays), with each

will

3/17/94).

group following the same schedule on any given day. The
following schedule
as a guideline and loosely adhered to:

Week_L. Beck

-

Week 2 Beck

-

Week

-

will

be used

anxiety, introductions, discussion, definitions, recognition,
dysfunctional
attitudes, automatic thoughts.
anxiety; treatment strategies, developing self-awareness,
basic approaches,
cognitive restructuring, modifying imagery.
.

3

Beck

anxiety, treatment strategies, continued, modifying affective
components,
anticipatory anxiety, self-observation, identifying protective mechanisms.
.

WeekA: Meichenbaum

-

stress; definitions, recognition, discussion,

SIT phase

1

-

conceptualization.

Week 5 SIT phase
Week 6 SIT phase
:

:

The following

Week

1 -

is

2

-

skills acquisition

3

-

application and follow through; Relaxation training, pt 2.

and rehearsal; Relaxation

more complete working

a

training, pt

1

outline:

Thursday, February 10, 1994

how they

Introduction: Explain the nature of the groups,

group introductions.
confidentiality,

Go over

prompt

"ground

rules,"

arrival, necessity

are part of the overall experiment;

which include respect of others,

of attending

all

groups (penalty of missing

important information, and also grade penalty in the abnormal course). Brief explanation
of the purpose of the group: educational, focused on cognitions, structured, directive.

Beck / Meichenbaum.

Introduction of Cognitive-behavioral principals,

Definitions of

"anxiety" vs. "stress." Dealing with not only what to do about attenuating stress and
anxiety, but also

how to

be better prepared for

it,

and how

to recognize

when

it is

approaching. Time will be spent inquiring about what members wish to get out of the
group, examples of anxious/stressful situations that can be addressed in the following six

weeks. Educational material

will

come from Beck.

Personal rules or values that individuals hold prohibiting adjustment. Examples from the

Dysfunctional Attitudes Scale (Weissman, 1987):
-

If

I

ask a question,

it

-

If

I

do not do well

all

-

If a

-

People will think

-

If

I

makes me look

the time, others will not respect me.

person asks for help,
less

fail partly, it is

inferior.

it is

of me

a sign of weakness.

if

I

make

a mistake.

as bad as being a complete
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failure.

- It is

be happy unless one is good looking, intelligent,
rich, creative
a person love does not love me.
If someone disagrees with me, it
probably means he or she docs not like me.
Being isolated from others is bound to lead to
unhappiness.

- 1
-

am

difficult to

nothing

if

etc.

I

Dysfunctional attitudes lead to Automatic Thoughts:
- as described by
Beck:
Anxiety can be conceptualized as a hypersensitive alarm
system. The anxious individual is
so sensitive to any stimuli that may be taken as indicating
imminent disaster that he or she
is constantly warning him/herself about
"potential dangers." Because almost any stimulus
can be perceived as dangerous and can trip the alarm, the anxious
person experiences
innumerable false alarms or automatic thoughts, which keep him/her in
a constant state
of emotional distress and turmoil.

Autom atic Thoughts

,

Week 2

-

Thursday, February

1994

1 7,

(Beck
Cognitive therapy

is

more than

a

et al.,

1985)

sum of techniques,

it is a system of
psychotherapy/counseling. Strategies and techniques based on several principles, such
- Cognitive therapy is based on the cognitive model of
emotional disorders.

-

Cognitive therapy

-

A sound therapeutic relationship

-

Cognitive therapy

is

structured and directive.

-

Cognitive therapy

is

problem-oriented.

-

Cognitive therapy

is

based on an educational model.

-

Homework

Strategies

is

is

brief and time-limited.
is

necessary for effective cognitive therapy.

a central feature of cognitive therapy.

and Techniques

for Cognitive Restructuring

Developing self-awareness

-

Restructuring thinking patterns by becoming more aware of

thought processes; correcting thinking
Direc ting individuals

ways

as:

-

Teaching

errors.

clients to

become more aware of their thinking; design

to experience anxiety in order to "discover" his/her thinking.

Co unting

a utomatic

thoughts

-

Allows distance from thoughts; aids

produce, maintain, and intensify anxiety.

Three Basic Approaches
-

What's the evidence?

-

What's another way of looking

-

So what

if

it

at it?

happens?

Induced Images:
-

Delineating maladaptive patterns.

-

Pinpointing cognitive distortions.

-

Modification of induced images.
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in

seeing

how

thoughts

Techniques for Modifying Images:
- Turn-off technique.
-

Repetition.

-

Time

-

Symbolic images.

-

Decatastrophizing the image.

-

Images and thoughts.
Facilitating change in induced images.

-

projection.

-

Substituting positive imagery.

-

Substituting contrasting imagery.

-

Exaggeration.

-

-

Coping models.
Imagery to reduce

-

Escaping a worse

-

Mixed

Week 3

threat.

alternative.

strategy.

-

Thursday, February 24,

-

1

994

Instead of avoiding of fighting anxious feelings, client must

accept them because they can no longer be controlled.
-

Reducing anxiety about
-

anxiety.

Getting the anxious individual to act as normally as possible lessens

anxiety symptoms.

Self-Observation

-

Allows the individual

to gain perspective

on the

situation

and see

it

in a

larger perspective.
-

Imagine a feared
-

own

how he/shc feels about it.
see how he/she is responsible for his/her

situation, tell

Help the individual

feelings.

Modifying the Behavioral Component
dentify in g protective mechanisms
Motiv ation - Explaining the therapeutic approach, blocks to learning, educational
Aids to Ex p os ure - Initiation technique, self-instruction, behavioral rehearsal.
I

Technical Aids
Critical

-

Employed

Decision Technique

devices.

to help individuals face feared situations.
-

Surprise, choice, task orientation, behavioral thought.

The "As if Technique - Giving the suggestion of what
Shame and QtherFearediixpeiiences
Dev eloping Self-Confidence
'

Restructuring Assumptions
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if.

.

acting if it were hue.

Week 4

-

Thursday March
,

3,

1994

Stress Inoculation Training

Meichenbaum

introductory vignette (1985, p.2)

Overview:
- Teach clients the
transactional nature of
-

stress and coping.
Train clients to self-monitor maladaptive thoughts.
Train clients in problem solving, anticipation, decision

making, feedback evaluation.

-

Model and rehearse

-

Teach

-

Offer practice with

-

Help

clients

how

direct action, emotion-regulation,

to

and self-control coping skills.
use maladaptive responses as cues to implement coping
repertoires.

in vitro

imaginal rehearsal, behavioral rehearsal, graded assignments.

clients acquire sufficient

knowledge

to facilitate better

ways of handling

future

stress.

Phase

1

-

Conceptua lization

Objectives of this phase are

to:

-

establish a collaborative relationship

-

discuss stress-related problems and

-

collect information

-

assess client expectations; establish goals

-

symptoms focusing on

situational analysis

educate the client about stress and coping and consider the role that cognitions and
in engendering and maintaining stress

emotions play

model of the client's stress reactions
and subsume possible resistance and reasons

-

offer a conceptual

-

anticipate

Week 5

-

Thursday,

March

10,

for treatment

nonadherence

1994

S tress Inoculation Training
Objective

is

to ensure that clients develop the capacity to effectively execute coping

responses.

Relaxation Training

-

Introduction, provide a rationale, reference to stress-tension cycle,

relaxation can reduce anxiety because

it

is

something

that

can be done to exert control,

relaxation and tension are incompatible states, therapeutic value of unwinding after a
stressful experience.

Thought catching, automatic thoughts, further examples; recognizing
the occurrence and impact of automatic thoughts and feelings.
Cognitive Strategies

-

Probleni Solving Training:
-

Define the stressor as problem to be solved.

-

Set realistic goals, state problem in behavioral terms.

-

Generate alternatives.

-

Imagine

-

Evaluate pros and cons.

-

Rehearse strategics using imagery, behavioral rehearsal and graduated

how

others might feel and respond

if
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faced with a similar stress problem.

practice.

-Try out

feasible solutions.

Expect some

-

failures, reward for trying.
Reconsider the original problem in light of the attempt at problem solving.
Guided Self-Dialogue - Consideration of coping self-statements and how and when
they
can be used.

-

Ro

l

e

ofDenia

l

-

Can

act as a

means of self-protection,

facilitating gradual

exposure

to a

stressor.

Re laxat on Training

-

i

Week 6

-

Thursday,

Relaxation via tension-relaxation.

March

17,

1994

Stress Inoculation Training

Phase 3 ^Application and Follow-Through
I

m a gery Rehears al

coping

skills.

The

-

As

a

means of attention

client is

diversion, or as an opportunity to rehearse

asked to imagine coping with the

stressful situation, help client

visualize the scene, encourage to use personally-generated self-statements and images that
will facilitate coping.
-

Ensure that the

client is able to practice

and demonstrate behavioral skills. Can also role play with client, with trainer assuming
role of the "novice client." Major emphasized guideline is the need for flexibility coping
;

one time may not work at another time.
Viv o Exposure - Realistic homework assignments; concrete,

responses that work

Graduated

W

ith in

at

measurable, observable. Explore

client's criterion

of success. Explore how

client

cope with failure and what can be learned from it.
Relaps e P rev enti on - Help clients learn to identify and successfully deal with

may

factors that

could contribute to relapse.

F ollo w- Through

-

Extension of the training into the future; training as not ending, but

switching into a different phase. Review with clients what they have learned, and
they have changed over the six

cope with these

weeks. Discuss anticipated stressors and

situations.

Relaxation Training

-

Relaxation via letting go.
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how

how

clients will

APPENDIX G
A-W-A-R-E COPING STRATEGY
The key

to switching out

of an anxiety state is to accept it fully. Remaining in the
present and accepting your anxiety causes it to disappear. To deal successfully
with your

you can use

anxiety,

1)

AWARE strategy.

the five-step

able to accept the anxiety until

it is

Accept the anxiety.
Webster defines accepting

anxiety.

accept

Welcome

no longer

using this strategy, you will be

as "giving consent to receive."

Say "Hello" out loud or

it.

By

there.

to yourself when

it

Agree

to receive

appears. Say

your

"I'll

gladly

this."

Decide

to

be with the experience. Don't

fight

it.

Replace your rejection, anger, and

By resisting it, you're prolonging the unpleasantness of it.
make it responsible for how you think, feel, and act.

hatred of it with acceptance.
Instead, flow with

it.

Don't

Watch your anxiety.
Look at it without judgement - not good, not bad. Don’t look at it as an unwelcome
guest. Instead, rate it on a 0 - 10 scale and watch it go up and down. Be one with your
observing self and watch the peaks and valleys of your anxiety. Be detached. Remember,
you're not your anxiety. The more you can separate yourself from the experience, the more
you can just watch it.
Look at your thoughts, feelings, and actions as if you're a friendly, but not overly

2)

concerned, bystander. Dissociate yourself from the anxiety. In short, be
state,

3)

in the

anxiety

but not of it.

Act with the anxiety.

Normalize the

Act as

situation.

if

you

Function with

aren't anxious.

you have to, but keep going. Breathe slowly and normally.
If you run from the situation your anxiety with go down, but your
If you stay, both your anxiety and your fear will go down.

it.

Slow down

if

4)

Repeat the steps.
Continue to (1) accept your anxiety,

down
Just

5)

to a comfortable level.

And

keep repeating these three

Expect the

it

will, if

(2)

watch

it,

you continue

steps: accept, watch,

and
to

(3) act with

fear will

it

until

accept, watch, and

and act with

it

go up.

goes

act with

it.

it.

best.

However, don't be surprised the next time
long as you're
you have anxiety. Instead, surprise yourself with how you handle it. As
magical belief that you have licked
alive, you will have some anxiety. Get rid of the
to
By expecting future anxiety, you're putting yourself in a good position

What you

fear the

most

rarely happens.

anxiety for good.

accept

it

when

it

comes

again.
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APPENDIX H

AMERICAN COLLEGE OF SPORTS MEDICINE
GUIDELINES FOR EXERCISE TESTING AND PRESCRIPTION

Based on the

existing evidence concerning exercise prescription for

and cardiorespiratory

fitness, the

enhancement of health

following recommendations for the quantity and quality

of endurance exercise are made:

0 Mode of Activity

:

Any

for a prolonged period,

and

activity that uses large

muscle groups,

rhythmic and aerobic

is

that

can be maintained

in nature, eg., running-jogging,

walking-hiking, swimming, skating, bicycling, rowing, cross-country skiing, jumping rope,

or various endurance

2) Inte n sity

game

activities.

of Exercise Physical

90% of maximal

:

heart rate.

It

important health benefits and

who were previously

may

1

corresponding to 40 to

result in increased fitness in

sedentary and low

3) Duration of Exercise:

85% V02max

5 to

some persons

or 55 to

may

(eg.,

provide

those

fit).

60 minutes of continuous or discontinuous aerobic

activity.

3 to 5 days per week.

4)

5) Rate

activity

should be noted that exercise of lower intensity

of Progression: In most cases, the conditioning

increase the total

work done per

in intensity, duration,

or by

effect allows individuals to

session. In continuous exercise, this occurs

some combination of the

two.

The most

by an increase

significant

may be observed during the first 6 to 8 weeks of the exercise program.
The exercise prescription may be adjusted as these conditioning effects occur, with the
adjustment depending on participant characteristics, new exercise test results and/or
conditioning effects

exercise performance during exercise sessions.
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APPENDIX

I

PHYSICAL ACTIVITY READINESS QUESTIONNAIRE (PAR-Q)
For most people, physical activity should not pose any
problem or hazard. PAR-Q
has been designed to identify the small number of adults for
whom physical activity might
be inappropriate or those who should have medical advise concerning
the type of activity

most

1

.

suitable.

Has your doctor ever

said

you have

heart trouble?

2.

Do you

frequently suffer from pains in your chest?

3.

Do you

often feel faint or have spells of severe dizziness?

4.

Has

a doctor ever said your blood pressure

5.

Has

a doctor ever told

that has

6.

Is

you that you have a bone or joint problem such as arthritis
been aggravated by exercise, or might be made worse by exercise?

good physical reason not mentioned here why you should not follow an
program even if you wanted to?

there a

activity

Are you over the age of 65 and not accustomed

7.

If a

was too high?

to vigorous exercise?

person answers yes to any question, vigorous exercise or exercise testing should be

postponed. Medical clearance

PAR-Q

may be

necessary.

Validation Report. British Columbia Department of Health, June 1975.

(Modified Version)
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APPENDIX

J

PRE-STUDY INFORMATION FORM
1)

Nine Digit ID #

3)

Age

5)

Are you currently involved in any type
of psychological counseling or therapy?

On

6a)

4) Class (circle one)

a scale of

not at all fit

to 7,

1

how would you
2

1

6b)

What do you

6c)

What do you do

7a)

On

a scale of

Gender

2)

consider

1

3

Junior

Senior

__

rate

your current

4

5

fitness level?

6

7

(circle

one)

extremely fit

"fit?"

specifically to

to 7,

Soph

Fresh

keep

how would you

"fit," if

rate

anything?

your current

stress or anxiety level? (circle

one)
not at all

2

1

3

4

5

6

What do you

7c)

What

extremely
stressed / anxious

stressed / anxious

7b)

7

consider "stressed" or "anxious?"

types of things

make you

stressed or anxious?

What do you do to

help with

stress or anxiety?

8)

Do you have any

expectations of what

you

will gain

from

this project?

Comments?

class schedule
Questions? Also, please indicate any conflicts in your Tuesday /Thursday
times. (Use other side of form)
that may interfere with exercise or counseling group
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APPENDIX K
POST-STUDY INFORMATION FORM

#_

1)

Nine Digit ID

4)

Which group were you

Gender

2)

in?

(

(Mark an "X")

1

)

(2)
(3)

3)

Age

Group Counseling Only
Aerobic Exercise Only
Group Counseling/ Aerobic Exercise

(4) Control (Discussion

5a)

On

a scale of

1

to 7,

not at all

how would you
2

1

rate

your current stress/anxicty level?
4

3

Group)

5

6

(circle

one)

extremely

7

stressed / anxious

stressed / anxious

5b) Do you feel that there is any change in your stress/anxicty level after the study?
what do you think may have caused the change? If not, why do you think it did not

If so,

change?

5c) (For groups #1 and #3)

Do you

management techniques

you learned

that

feel that

you

will continue to practice the stress

in the future? (circle

one)

YES NO
6a)

On

a scale of

not at all fit

6b)

Do you

1

to 7,

1

how would you rate your current
2

feel that there is

4

3

any change

in

do you think may have caused the change?

6c) (For groups #2 and #3)

Do you

5

your

6

one)

extremely fit

7

fitness level after the study? If so,

If not,

feel that

fitness level? (circle

you

why do you

think

will continue to

N/A

it

what

did not change?

engage

exercise in the future? (circle one)

YES

in aerobic

NO

N/A

form for any other comments about your experience in
7) Please use the other side of this
local address if you wish to receive
the study. Also, feel free to include your name and
results

for your
of the study when they have been compiled. Thank you
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participation.

)

APPENDIX L

QUESTIONNAIRE FOR NON- STUDY PARTICIPANTS
2)
1

Have you received any form of psychological counseling
or therapy during the past six weeks? (circle one)

To what extent have you been involved
one number for each)

in physical exercise

during the past six weeks?

(circle

Approximate number of times per week
-

-

-

Running/jogging/power walking

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Light walking

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Swimming

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

2

3

4

5

6

7

2

3

4

5

6

7

3)
-

Competitive Sports

0

-

Weight Training

0

-

Other Aerobic activity

0

1

(stairmaster, rowing, bicycling,

aerobics class, etc.)

Please elaborate on any of the previous responses (what specific activities;

you perform

the activities at

Thank you very much

one time)

for responding to

my

letter

and

participating.

how

long did

)

APPENDIX M

FOLLOW-UP QUESTIONNAIRE

On

1

a scale of

1

to 7,

how would you

12

2)

not at all

your current stress/anxiety level?

rate

4

3

6

5

On

a scale of

not at all fit

3)

stressed / anxious

to 7,

how would you

1

2

To what extent have you
(circle

one

not at all

a

4)

1

To what

if

one

little bit

not at all

a

if

rate

your current

4

3

fitness level? (circle

5

6

7

one)

extremely fit

continued to practice stress management techniques?

applicable)

extent have

(circle

one)

extremely

7

stressed / anxious

(circle

somewhat

moderately

you continued

to

engage

quite a bit

in regular

a great deal

all the time

aerobic exercise?

applicable)

little bit

somewhat

moderately
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quite a bit

a great deal

all the time

APPENDIX N

PERSONALIZED LETTERS TO SUBJECTS

March

1994

10,

Dear Psych 380 Student:
During the

first

Management

week of the semester you expressed interest
and you completed a packet of forms.

in participating in the Stress

Unfortunately, as you know,

Project,

you were not selected for the study. am interested however, in how you might have
changed during the past six weeks as compared with those students who did participate
I

in

the study.

would be very appreciative if you would be willing to take twenty minutes to complete
those same questionnaires once again. In order to "compensate" you for your time, you
will be given a 2-point bonus on your project (i.e., term paper grade or discussion group
1

grade). Professor Halgin has agreed to this bonus since he believes that

it

will

be a

worthwhile learning experience.

You may come to

an administration

at

any time during the following time periods:

Tuesday, March 15th

Tobin 207

12:30 -2:30

Thursday, March 17th

Tobin 207

2:00

I

sincerely

hope

that

you

will

be able to help

me

Sincerely,

J.

8:00

in the final stage

dissertation.

Derek

-

McEntee

100

PM

PM
of data collection for

my

April 12, 1994

Dear

I

would

like to take this opportunity to thank

you

for

your participation

in

my

dissertation

project regarding the use of exercise and group counseling in coping with stress and
anxiety. The study turned out to be a great success, despite the numerous complications
involved in getting you all together to pull it off. Although 1 will not have final analyses

and

you for a little while yet, the preliminary
couldn't have done it without you.

results to share with

encouraging.

I

findings are very

As I mentioned to some of you earlier, am interested in doing a brief follow-up to the
study some time during the middle of May. This follow-up is simply to determine if the
I

effects

of the interventions are maintained for a certain amount of time

conclusion. Although
is

not feasible.

I

1

figured since we're

through the end of the semester, a
meaningful.

I

realize that

you have

tremendously appreciated.

1

all still

involved with the abnormal psych course

two month follow-up would be

of the course, but your participation

fulfilled all obligations

in filling

out a few forms in

have received the

be sending out another mailing

Once

again, thanks so

about the study

if you

in a

much. Please

and

still

May would

be

OK from Dr. Halgin to offer two bonus

few weeks with the

feel free to ask

wish. Talk to you

fairly easy,

regarding the option component

points on your option grades if you are willing to participate, to
I'll

after the study's

would love to conduct, say, a six month or one year follow-up, this

later.

Sincerely,

Derek McEntee
Tobin 601
545-4382
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me

make

details

it

worth your while.

of where and when.

any other questions you may have

May

5,

1994

Dear

Thank you again for participating in my stress management study and filling out forms
March. As you know, having a comparison group when conducting research is quite
valuable, and

we

will

appreciate your time.

I

be adding two bonus points

Currently,

I

am

I

to

have compiled a

list

of those

who

participated,

in

and

your grade for the course.

conducting a very brief follow-up to the

determine the study's effects a period of time

after

its

stress

management project

conclusion.

I

realize that

to

your

component of the abnormal course have been fulfilled, yet
your help with this part of the study would be greatly appreciated. The follow-up simply
consists of completing the enclosed two forms, which include some of the questions that
you have answered previously. They should take you no longer than five or ten minutes to
complete, and can be mailed back to me in the return envelope.

obligations regarding the option

Thanks again

for

your help, and good luck with the end of the semester.

Sincerely,

Derek McEntee
Tobin 601
545-4382
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May

5,

1994

Dear

As promised

earlier,

1

am

conducting a very brief follow-up to

project to determine the study's effects a period of time after

its

my

stress

management

conclusion.

I

realize that

your obligations regarding the option component of the abnormal course have been
fulfilled, yet your help with this part of the study would be greatly appreciated. The
follow-up simply consists of completing the enclosed two forms, which include some of
the questions that

you have answered previously. They should take you no longer than

five or ten minutes to complete, and can be mailed back

to

me

in the return

envelope.

be compiling results of the study over the summer and
send a summary to everyone who expressed interest. Good luck with the end of the

Thanks again

for

your help.

I'll

semester.

Sincerely,

Derek McEntee
Tobin 601
545-4382
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will
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